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Executive Summary
Currently GRFs operating from the No Load to the below Low Load zone may be scheduled
to provide reserve even though they are physically incapable of doing so. This is due to the
limitations of existing Linear Programming (LP) formulations in modeling a non-convex
solution space.
This raises security concerns, as scheduled GRFs operating below LowLoad will be unable
to provide reserve should they be called upon (e.g. in the event of a forced outage). It also
raises equity issues, as such GRFs are paid for a service that they are, in essence, not able
to provide.
The proposed rule change introduces the use of Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) to
remodel this portion of the reserve envelope such that GRFs operating from the No Load to
below Low Load zone will be disqualified from providing reserve. The proposed MIP
constraints will only apply to primary and secondary reserves, as a GRF is most likely able to
ramp up its unit to Low Load within the 10-minute stipulated response time to provide
contingency reserve.
The initial proposed MIP constraints disqualifies some GRFs that are able to provide reserve
even when operating on a half-block mode. As such, the TWG reviewed 6 half-block
modeling options to enable these GRFs to provide reserve when operating on half-block.
The TWG recommends that the RCP support Option 0 as this is relatively inexpensive and
simple to operationalise for MPs, PSO and EMC. More complex options can be considered
in the future if the need arises.
The TWG also recommends that the RCP support the proposed MIP constraints and apply
them to the class of primary and secondary reserves only. Consideration to apply these
constraints to contingency reserve can be reviewed in the future if the need arises.
The RCP supports the TWG’s recommendations and recommends that the EMC Board
adopts this proposal.
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Introduction

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) is a field of Linear Programming (LP) in which some
variables are required to be integers 1, thereby overcoming the limitations of solving nonconvex problems using standard linear programming methods. It was first introduced into the
Market Clearing Engine (MCE) in September 2007 to model regulation constraints, and
prevents generation registered facilities (GRFs) from being trapped to dispatch energy at
their RegulationMin or RegulationMax levels. With the successful modeling of regulation
constraints, the use of MIP can be extrapolated to reserve constraints.
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper discuss the proposed implementation of MIP-based modeling
of reserve constraints so as to more accurately model the actual reserve capability of a GRF
in the MCE.
Section 4 presents the TWG’s discussions and recommendations on how the modeling of
these MIP constraints should apply to GRFs that are able to provide reserve when operating
on a half-block mode and whether these MIP constraints should apply to contingency
reserve

2

Background
Figure 1: Comparison between current model of reserve capability and actual reserve
capability 2

Figure 1 above also shows the reserve capability envelope as modelled in the MCE, which
applies to all 3 classes of reserve – Primary, Secondary and Contingency. This reserve
capability envelope comprises various segments and constraints, which are described in

1

Winston, Wayne (1994) “Operations Research: Applications and Algorithms”
Note that the Reserve Proportion constraint, Reserve Generation Segment 3 may not necessarily intersect at Low Load
Also, the maximum reserve capacity constraint may not necessarily intersect or be close to Low Load Reserve. This
diagram only represents one special case of the current formulation. Please see Annex 2 for other possible cases of the
reserve capability envelope.
2
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detail in Table 1 in Annex 1. The green area and the red area form the current solution space
of the reserve capability of a Generation Registered Facility (GRF).

2.1

Problem Description

The green shaded area in Figure 1 accurately models the actual reserve capability of GRFs
operating at and above Low Load, as bounded by the energy output above and including
Low Load and Reserve Generation Segments 1, 2 and 3 3.
The problem arises in the inaccurate modelling of GRFs 4 operating below Low Load 5 under
the reserve envelope, as represented by the red shaded area in Figure 1. Currently, the red
shaded area, as bounded by the axis from the origin to the Low Load point, the vertical
segment to the point (Low Load, Low Load Reserve), and the Reserve Proportion constraint,
is included in the solution space even though GRFs operating within this zone are physically
unable to provide reserve in a stable, sustained manner. The actual, physically feasible,
solution space for GRFs should be represented by the convex green shaded area, plus the
portion of the axis from the origin to Low Load in Figure 1. 6
In combination, these form a non-convex feasible region 7. However, due to the limitations of
LP methodology in solving non-convex problems, the solution space modelled in the MCE
extends to the red shaded area. As such, GRFs operating within this zone could be
scheduled to provide reserve, even if they are physically incapable of doing so.
This inclusion of the red shaded area creates two main concerns as discussed below.

2.1.1

System security

System security may be at risk in the event of a forced outage of generating facilities, if
reserves are called upon from scheduled GRFs operating below Low Load. As these
scheduled GRFs are unable to provide reserve physically, the actual reserves available may
be insufficient to correct the frequency drop arising from a forced outage back to acceptable
limits.

2.1.2

Unfair payment to GRFs

It is unfair to pay GRFs for services that they are, in effect, incapable of providing. Paying
GRFs that are scheduled to provide reserve but operating below Low Load, places an unfair
cost burden on other GRFs paying for reserve. Essentially, these GRFs are paying for
reserves that would not be available should the need arises.

2.2

Current workaround solution

3

This portion of the reserve envelope was (re)modeled in 2003 to better match the actual reserve capability to the
scheduled reserve. The three constraints, Reserve Generation Segment 1, 2 and 3 as well as 7 new parameters were
introduced to all 3 reserve classes under this (re)-modelling and applied to this green portion. However, as MIP was not
used extensively in 2003, it was not possible to exclude the infeasible red area from the solution space. See paper 207
“Modifying Reserve Modeling in the Market Clearing Formulation”.
4
The reserve envelopes only apply to GRFs in the MCE. This is because GRFs are generators that are capable of
providing reserves in the Singapore Wholesale Electricity Market (SWEM).
5
“Operating below Low Load” implies that a GRF’s energy output is scheduled below Low Load.
6
Some GRFs have a minimum stable load (MSL) which is below this point. While these GRFs operating at or above MSL
are able to generate energy stably they are not able to provide reserve. This MSL point, which is below Low Load, is not
modelled into the MCE.
7
According to Winston, W (1994), a set of solutions is a non-convex set if the line joining any pair of points in the set is
not wholly contained in it.
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The inconsistency between a GRF’s actual reserve capability and that modeled in the MCE
is currently ameliorated using a workaround solution: a GRF operating below Low Load may
submit an infinitesimally small reserve proportion factor, or zero reserve offer quantities. This
effectively removes the entire feasible region for the GRF operating below Low Load (in fact,
beyond Low Load too), disqualifying the GRF from providing reserve. This eliminates the
issue of scheduling reserve from non-available sources. The reserve proportion factor can
then be increased or positive reserve quantity offers can be submitted when the GRF is
operating at or above the Low Load point.

2.3

Shortcomings of current workaround

Although the above workaround could resolve the problem, an examination of reserve
provision statistics suggests otherwise. Figures 2 to 7 show the period averages for reserve
schedules and offers for all 3 reserve classes for 2007.
Overall, a significant portion of reserve is being provided by GRFs operating below Low
Load, as represented by “Reserve scheduled under Low Load” in Figures 2, 4 and 6. This
portion averaged at 12.4%, 12.6% and 14.2% of the total reserve requirement for the three
reserve classes respectively, and this is mirrored by the reserve offers in Figures 3, 5 and 7.
These figures are significant when examined in the context of the reserve market, and
suggest that GRFs are not adjusting their reserve proportion factors or reserve offer
quantities appropriately when operating below LowLoad.
This situation appears most critical in the off-peak periods from 1 to 14, where a larger
percentage of GRFs operating below Low Load were scheduled to provide reserve.
Figures 6 and 7 indicate a higher percentage of GRFs operating below Low Load, but
producing contingency reserve, ranging from about 11% to 18%. However, this observation
does not imply that all GRFs operating below Low Load are unable to provide contingency
reserve as they have a 10-minute response time to do so. For this contingency reserve
class, GRFs are most likely able to ramp-up to Low Load, and then provide contingency
response within 10 minutes.
Figure 3: Primary Reserve Offers

Figure 2: Primary Reserve Schedules
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Figure 4: Secondary Reserve Schedules

Figure 5: Secondary Reserve Offers
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Figure 6: Contingency Reserve Schedules
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Figure 7: Contingency Reserve Offers
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Figure 8 overleaf compares the existing constraints against the proposed remodeling of the
reserve envelope of a GRF.
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Figure 8: Proposed Reserve Capability Remodeling

The inaccurate modeling of GRFs operating below Low Load discussed thus far can be
resolved using MIP. The intent is to remove that part of the solution space for GRFs when
they would be operating below Low Load, represented by the red shaded area in Figure 1,
such that these GRFs would not be scheduled to provide reserve.
Specifically, two new constraints will be added to the existing set of reserve-related
constraints, as shown below, “MIP 1: Zero Raw Reserve Constraint” and “MIP 2: Reserve
Low Load Constraint”.
MIP 1

Zero Raw Reserve Constraint:

RawReserve – E x ReserveEligibilitySwitch ≤ 0
MIP 2 Reserve Low Load Constraint:
Generation – LowLoad + E x (1- ReserveEligibilitySwitch) ≥ 0
where E is a big positive constant number, specified as a parameter in MIP
ReserveEligibilitySwitch is a binary integer variable of value 0 or 1.

The binary integer variable, ReserveEligibilitySwitch, at a value of 0 or 1, gives rise to 2
scenarios, and the MCE chooses the optimal scenario. These scenarios are described in
Table 1 overleaf.

6
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Table 1: Comparison of ReserveEligibilitySwitch = 0 or =1

Binary Integer Value
GRF is Operating
MIP 1 Zero Raw Reserve
constraint
RawReserve – E x
ReserveEligibilitySwitchr ≤ 0

MIP 2 Reserve Low Load
Constraint
Generation – LowLoad + E x
(1- ReserveEligibilitySwitchr)
≥0

Resultant Effect

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

ReserveEligibilitySwitch=0

ReserveEligibilitySwitch=1

Any Level

At and Above LowLoad

MIP 1 reduces to:

MIP 1 reduces to
RawReserve – E ≤ 0

RawReserve ≤ 0

Hence, MIP 1 becomes nonbinding, since inequality will hold
regardless of the value of
RawReserve.

MIP 2 reduces to:

MIP 2 reduces to:
Generation ≥ LowLoad

Generation – LowLoad + E ≥ 0
Hence, MIP 2 becomes nonbinding, since inequality will
hold regardless of value of
Generation.
Reserve supply is effectively
constrained to zero regardless
of the energy generating level

The MIP 2 constraint on reserve
provision, along with the other
existing constraints ensure that
this GRF can be scheduled for
reserve only when a GRF is
operating at or above LowLoad,

Solution Space in Reserve
Envelop

Therefore, these binary integer variables allow the MCE to more accurately model the actual
physical reserve capability of the GRFs.
3.2

Application to Primary and Secondary Reserve Only

Currently, the stipulated response times for Primary, Secondary and Contingency Reserves
are 8 seconds, 30 seconds and 10 minutes respectively. Most GRFs who are below Low
Load would be unable to reach the Low Load level within the stipulated response time to
provide Primary and Secondary reserve when a contingency occurs. However, as GRFs
have 10 minutes to respond in the provision of Contingency reserve, they are most likely
able to reach Low Load within the 10-minute stipulated response time. As such, it is
proposed that MIP modeling of the reserve constraint be applied only for Primary and
Secondary Reserve. Following the introduction of MIP-based constraints for Primary and
Secondary reserve classes, consideration would be given to including MIP for reserve on the

7
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contingency reserve class, should concerns arise that a material number of GRFs scheduled
for contingency reserve are unable to provide it.
3.3

Removal of Validation Test for Convexity for Low Load point for Primary and
Secondary Class of Reserve under Chapter 6, Appendix 6D 9B

This section examines the proposed removal of the validation test equation for the Low Load
point under Chapter 6, Appendix 6D 9B.3. With MIP, it is found that this validation test is no
longer necessary to ensure solution space convexity 8 for the portion below Low Load. In line
with the MIP implementation, this proposed removal will only apply to the primary and
secondary classes of reserve.
Chapter 6, Appendix 6D 9B.3, along with 6D 9B.4 and 6D 9B.5, ensure the convexity of the
reserve capability envelope, necessary for the MCE’s Linear Program (LP). A non-convex
reserve capability envelope will be truncated under LP, leading to a smaller solution space
and in turn, a less efficient outcome. For example, suppose that the actual reserve capability
of a GRF is represented by non-convex solution space, OABCD in Figure 9. Under LP, the
portion ABF could be truncated to achieve a convex solution space of OFCD.
Specifically, the 3 validation test equations state that (Please refer to Figure 9):
Test 1: Low Load Reserve Point must be above the line joining the origin to the Medium
Load Reserve Point (Chapter 6, Appendix 6D 9B.3)
Test 2: Medium Load Reserve Point must be above the line joining the Low Load Reserve
Point to the High Load Reserve Point (Chapter 6, Appendix 6D 9B.4)
Test 3: High Load Reserve Point must be above the line joining the Medium Load Reserve
Point to the Standing Reserve Generation Max point. (Chapter 6, Appendix 6D 9B.5)
A GRF has to meet the 3 validation test equations above during the processing of its
standing capability data. If any of the GRF’s Low Load, Medium Load or High Load reserve
points fails the above test equations, revised reserve points that meet the test equations are
required to be submitted.
Example 1:
For example, suppose that a GRF’s actual physical capability is the region OABCD, marked
by the union of the green and orange shaded area in Figure 9. However, as point A fails
convexity Test 1, the Medium Load reserve point could be revised from B to B’. This reduces
the solution space for the GRF to OAB’CD, marked by the green shaded area. Essentially,
the GRF is physically capable of providing reserve for a larger solution space of OA’BCD, but
its capability was reduced to meet the convexity constraint Test 1.

8

According to Winston, W (1994), a set of solutions is a convex set if the line joining any pair of points in the set is wholly
contained in it.
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Figure 9: Representation of current reserve capability envelope

3.3.1

Reason for removal of Convexity Validation Test for Low Load (Test 1) under
Chapter 6, Appendix 6D 9B.3 for Primary and Secondary Reserve Classes

It is found that the validation Test 1 is no longer necessary with the proposed MIP for reserve
constraints below Low Load for the primary and secondary class of reserve. This is because
following the MIP modeling, the feasible region will be OEABCD in Figure 10 below, thus
automatically ensuring convexity with respect to Reserve Generation Segment 3, which will
now start from the low load level.
The feasible region will be truncated, as shown by the perpendicular red line in Figure 10
below. Along with the existing validation Test 2 and Test 3, the reserve capability envelope
for the portion above Low Load will always be convex.
The advantage of removing this validation test equation is an increase in solution space for a
GRF. This is best illustrated with the following example.
Example 2:
Suppose that the GRF’s actual Low Load reserve point was found to be at point A in Figure
10. Meeting the current convexity test requires a revision of the Medium Load reserve point.
The reserve envelope of this GRF, along with the implementation of the MIP constraints,
would then be ABCDE, as marked by the light green shaded region.
However, the revision of point B to B’ will no longer be necessary if Test 1 is removed. The
reserve capability envelope could instead be represented by ABCDE, an increase in solution
space marked by the orange shaded region, better representing reality, and leading to a
more efficient outcome.

9
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Figure 10: Reserve Capability Envelope under MIP Implementation with removal of
D9B.3

Therefore, we are proposing for Test 1 (Chapter 6, Appendix 6D, 9B.3), the validation test for
convexity at Low Load, to be removed. This removal will apply to only primary and secondary
reserves, in line with the proposed implementation for MIP as discussed in section 3.2. Thus,
Test 1 will still be required to ensure convexity in the reserve envelope for the contingency
class of reserve.

3.4

Simulation Results

3.4.1

Impact on Prices and Objective Function

To analyze the possible impact of the proposed MIP implementation for Primary and
Secondary Reserves on the market, a simulation of the proposed implementation was
conducted on market data by periods from 24 July to 20 August 2008 (48 periods per day x
28 days for a total of 1344 periods). The simulation assumes no changes in GRFs’ offers. A
summary of the results are shown in Table 2 , with detailed scatter plots given in Annex 3.
Table 2: Change in Key Market Parameters arising from the implementation of MIP
Modeling of Reserve Constraints ($)
Reserve Price

Total Reserve Payments

Descriptive
Stats

USEP

Min

-54.10

0.00

-0.29

-68.91

-2.82

-80.54

-39382.98

-59.18

-4397.22

0.00

0.01

1.02

0.00

2.04

246.78

0.00

0.00

-11.24

41.36

105.25

115.54

7.07

21724.60

34328.20

3558.62

10.17

0.00

0.35

1.77

2.41

-0.35

354.70

664.30

-197.96

-0.19

-82.34

Median
Max
Average

Regulation
Pri.

Sec.

Con.

Pri.

Sec.

Con.

Objective
Function
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Note: Values in Table 2 are the dollar changes, taken from ($Value of Parameter after Simulated
MIP Implementation Minus Original $Value of Parameter)
Total Reserve Payments for period t = Reserve Price * Required Reserve Quantity for period t.
The objective function represents “Net benefit”, so a reduction in the objective function represents
an increase in cost.

The proposed MIP implementation disqualifies Primary and Secondary Reserve offers from
GRFs with energy schedules below LowLoad, resulting in the clearing of higher-priced
energy offers from GRFs with energy schedules above LowLoad. As such, average primary
and secondary reserve prices increase, as one might expect, by $1.77 and $2.41
respectively over the test period, with the average total Primary and Secondary reserve
payments increasing by $354.70 and $664.30 per period.
There are some spillover effects on USEP, contingency reserve and regulation arising from
the MCE’s co-optimisation process. The average USEP increased by $0.35, while the
average regulation and contingency price fell by $0.19 and $0.35 respectively. The objective
function value fell by an average of $82.34 per period, although this is balanced by increased
system security by ensuring that all scheduled primary and secondary reserve are effective.
Table 3 shows 5 periods that displayed observations of either increases or decreases in
prices (USEP, reserves and regulation). These periods generally fall on 29 July 2008, which
saw more volatile and higher prices in actual trade. This is due to a few scheduled outages
and gas maintenance on this trade day, resulting in the mobilisation of more expensive fuelsourced GRFs to meet demand and hence higher prices. Annex 4 provides a detailed case
analysis of 2 of the anomaly periods in Table 3.

Table 3: Selected Periods with Large Price Changes
Case Dates

1
2
3
4
5

29
July
29
July
29
July
29
July
30
July

Period

Objective
Function
Difference

Change
in
USEP

Change in
Secondary
Reserve
Price

Change in
Contingency
Reserve
Price

Change in
Regulation
Price

$9.89

Change
in
Primary
Reserve
Price
$105.25

2

-3074.1

$42.11

-$39.48

-$26.73

3

-4397.22

-$26.90

$4.66

$8.37

-$34.5

-$26.73

12

-3427.56

$29.52

$105.24

$55.34

-$36.61

-$24.39

16

-1129.12

-$54.10

$0.02

$6.29

-$68.91

-$59.18

21

-1253.16

$25.14

$1.02

$115.54

-$19.78

-$18.69

Although the simulation displayed average price increases, it is important that GRFs should
not be scheduled to provide primary and secondary reserve when their energy is scheduled
below Low Load. Therefore, it is proposed that the MIP modeling of reserve constraints be
implemented to ensure an enhanced system security through adequate primary and
secondary reserves.

3.4.2

Impact on System Performance

The introduction of MIP-based reserve constraints is expected to increase the solve time for
CPLEX, the LP/MIP Solver which forms part of the optimization module of the MCE. This is
due to the extra complexities of searching for integral solutions in each period of a market clearing run.
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Table 4: A Comparison of CPLEX Performance
Run Type

Recommended
CPLEX
Threshold
Time 9

Max solve time under
existing CPLEX during
testing period

Max solve time under
CPLEX with MIP for
reserve during testing
period

Real-Time
Dispatch

30 seconds

3 seconds

3 seconds

Short-Term
Schedule

120 seconds

31 seconds

42 seconds

Pre-Dispatch
Schedule

900 seconds

196 seconds

531 seconds

Market Outlook
Scenario

7200 seconds

732 seconds

3635 seconds

Table 4 compares the maximum solve time under the existing CPLEX and the maximum
solve time under CPLEX with the incorporation of MIP for reserve. Overall, the CPLEX solve
time for all market runs are well below the recommended threshold range.
The detailed charts of the solve time for each run type are set out in Annex 5. From the
charts, it can seen that the solve time is generally stable for the Real-Time Dispatch Run and
Short-Term Schedule Run. In the instance of Pre-Dispatch Schedule Run and Market
Outlook Scenario, the relatively uneven solve times are owing to extra iterations arising from
non-physical losses, which are expected to further increase the Cplex solve time.

3.5

Rule Changes

To implement the MIP-based modelling of reserve constraints, the following changes to
the market clearing formulation are required:
Table 5: Rule Changes to Implement MIP-based Modeling of Reserve Constraints
Section
Rule Change
Reason for Change
Chapter 6, Appendix 6D.2
Addition of 3 new sets
To clearly differentiate
GENPRIRESERVEOFFERS, between offers for primary,
GENSECRESERVEOFFERS, secondary and contingency
GENCONRESERVEOFFERS reserve classes

9

The CPLEX threshold time is derived from our consultant’s recommendations for the maximum solve time available. The
maximum solve time, which is the interval between the time that the computation of the schedules begins and the time
that the schedules are required to be released or published, includes CPLEX as well as input/output processing. This
recommended CPLEX threshold time excludes the threshold time required for the input/output processing, which are not
affected by the MIP for reserve constraints. Beyond this CPLEX threshold time, it would be difficult to deal with any
problems that may occur during the solve time in time for the release of the schedules.
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Section
Chapter 6, Appendix 6D.3

Rule Change
Apply InfinitePositive Value to
D17.2.8 and redefine
InfinitePositive Value

Reason for Change
This parameter is used in
the proposed MIP
constraints in D.17.2.8 of
Appendix 6D. This
parameter is a selector
variable coefficient rather
than a slack value.

Chapter 6, Appendix 6D.4

Addition of new binary
variable,
ReserveEligibilitySwitch

To define the new variable to
be used the MIP formulation

Chapter 6, Appendix 9D B.3

To be removed for primary
and secondary reserve

To remove the validation test
equation for convexity for
Low Load

Chapter 6, Appendix
6D.17.2.8

To include 2 new MIP-based
reserve constraints in the
MCE formulation that is only
applicable to the Primary and
Secondary reserve class.

To exclude GRFs whose
Scheduled Energy are below
Low Load from being
scheduled to provide primary
and secondary reserve.

The following changes set out in Table 6 below are other peripheral rule changes to enhance
drafting clarity in the existing definitions of Medium Load and High Load.
Table 6: Rule Changes to Enhance Clarity in the Definition of Low Load, Medium Load
and High Load
Section
Rule Change
Reason for Change
Chapter 6,
Addition of the term “associated
For drafting consistency with the
Appendix 6D.3
with the energy offer, g” to
other parameters.
definition of Low Load
Chapter 6,
Appendix 6D.3

Redefinition of Medium Load and
High Load

To differentiate between the
constant, Medium Load Factor, and
the energy output level, Medium
Load. Likewise for High Load
Factor.

Chapter 6,
Appendix 6D.3

Addition of the terms, Medium Load
Factor and High Load Factor

To differentiate between the
constant, Medium Load Factor, and
the energy output level, Medium
Load. Likewise for High Load
Factor.

Chapter 6,
Appendix 6D.3

Redefinition of HighLoadReserve
and MediumLoadReserve

To replace “HighLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg”
with “HighLoadg”.Likewise for
“MediumLoadg”

Chapter 6,
Appendix

Addition of the word, “the
parameter”, prior to any reference

To make clear that the reference to
“LowLoad” and “Medium Load” are
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Section
6D.9B.1 and
6D.9B.2

Rule Change
of the terms “LowLoad”,
“MediumLoad”

Chapter 6,
Appendix
6D.9B.3,
6D.9B.4,
6D.9B.5

Deletion of all spaces between the
terms “Low Load Reserve”,
“Medium Load Reserve”, “High
Load Reserve” and “Standing
Reserve Generation Max”

Chapter 6,
Appendix
6D.9B.2,
6D.9B.3,
6D.9B.4,
6D.9B.5,
6D.17.2.5,
6D.17.2.6,
6D.17.2.7

To replace all equations with
“MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)”
and “HighLoad X
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)”
with “MediumLoadg(r)” and
“HighLoadg(r)”

4

Reason for Change
references to the parameter
“LowLoadg” and “MediumLoadg” as
defined under Appendix 6D.3.
Parameters.
To differentiate between the
parameters, “LowLoadReserveg”,
and the coordinate,
“LowLoadReserve point”. Likewise
for the parameters,
“MediumLoadReserveg”,
“HighLoadReserveg”, and
“StandingReserveGenerationMaxg”,
and their respective coordinates
“MediumLoadReserve point”,
“HighLoadReserve point” and
“StandingReserveGenerationMax
point”.
To ensure that the equations are
consistent with the redefined
parameters, “MediumLoadg” and
“HighLoadg“in section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read with section D.5
of Appendix 6D).

Consideration by the TWG and the Task Force

The proposed MIP-based modelling of reserve constraints discussed in the previous sections
was first presented at the 14th TWG meeting held on 23 December 2008.
In response to comments from a market participant (see section 8), the TWG noted that
some GRFs which are combined-cycle plants (CCPs) are physically capable of providing
reserve even when operating below their registered low load 10 levels. This is because their
registered low load levels in the MCE are based on the CCPs’ full-block capabilities, which
are higher than the low load levels of the same CCPs running at half-block.
As such, should the proposed MIP constraints be implemented, CCPs which are able to
provide reserve at half-block may be disqualified. Therefore, the TWG decided to review the
proposed MIP implementation, so as to better model the capabilities of these CCPs running
at either half-block or open-cycle mode. A CCP is operating on half-block when it does not
utilise all of its constituent gas turbine(s) and steam turbine to produce energy.
Figure 11 represents the 6 possible operating modes of a CCP 11 with 2 GTs and 1 ST. The
first 5 operating modes represent the possible half-block operating modes of a CCP.

10
11

Low Load is defined as the lowest output level in which a GRF can provide reserve.
CCPs may have other configurations.
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Figure 11
Combination
1
GT1
ST
GT2

Configuration
GT1

2

GT2

3
4
5
6

GT1-ST
GT2-ST
GT1-GT2 (Open-cycle)
GT1-GT2-ST (Full Block)

At the meeting, a TWG member also suggested that the MIP constraints be extended to the
contingency class of reserve, instead of just primary and secondary reserve. He cited
evidence that some GRFs take as long as 7 periods to ramp-up to their low load levels.
A taskforce with representatives from the generating companies and PSO was set up to
address these issues.
The TWG and task force members discussed 6 possible half-block modeling options over
several task force meetings and TWG meetings held between February 2009 to July 2009,
along with the costs, accuracy, effort and impact of these options on the offer systems for
each option. The 6 proposed options are as follows:
Option 0 - Revise the existing registered full-block low load level to the GRF’s half-block
low load level (as proposed by the PSO at the 16th TWG meeting)
Option 1 - Introduction of a unique set of standing data parameters for each half-block
combination
Option 2 - Include an extra constraint that joins the half-block low load reserve point to the
full-block low load reserve point of any GRF that can run at half-block
Option 3 - Revision of Reserve Generation Segment 3 to include one half-block low load
reserve point when GRF is operating at half block.
Option 4 - Revision of Reserve Generation Segment 3 to include various half-block low
load reserve points
Option 5 - Introduction of 2 new MIP constraints between Half-block Low Load and Low
Load (as proposed by the PSO at the 15th TWG meeting)
Figure 12 and Table 6 (pages 17-19) provides a summary of the solution space and MPs’
oblications for each of the 6 options. Annex 7 presents a detailed discussion of the options
above through a chronological documentation of the the TWG and task force meeting
discussions and decisions.
EMC conducted further analysis using historical data with regards to the application of MIP to
contingency. It was found that based on standing data, almost all the GRFs that were
scheduled to provide contingency reserve even though they were operating below their low
load levels in the previous period are capable of ramping up within 10 minutes to their low
load levels and in turn, provide contingency reserve.
EMC presented these results at the 15th TWG meeting to the TWG and task force members
for consideration.
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4.1

Final Decision by the TWG

Table 5 below records the preferred half-block modeling option indicated by each
representive of the genco at the 16th TWG Meeting.
Table 5: Preferred Half-block Modeling Option at the 16th TWG
Representative

Preferred Option

Mr Loh Chin Seng (Sembcorp Power)

Option 0

Mr Tan Cheng Teck (Senoko Power)

Option 1

Mr James Ooi (PowerSeraya)

Option 0

Mr Ranjit Singh (Keppel Energy)

Option 0

Mr Tony Tan (Tuas Power)

Option 0

With the exception of Senoko’s representative who preferred option 1, which he feels best
models the physical capability of the gencos, the majority of the gencos preferred PSO’s
proposed Option 0. Reasons cited for the choice of this option include the simplicity in
application as well as the ability to reflect the actual physical capability of the GRF at a
relatively low cost.
The TWG therefore recommends that the RCP support Option 0 as this is relatively
inexpensive and simple to operationalise for MPs, PSO and EMC. More complex options can
be considered in the future if the need arises.
The TWG also recommends that the MIP constraints will only be applied to primary and
secondary class of reserve.
4.2

Rule Changes

The adoption of Option 0 will not result in any changes to that already listed under Section
3.5 of this paper.
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Figure 12: Summary of 6 proposed half-block modeling options
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Table 6: Summary of 6 Proposed Half-block Modeling Options

Solution Space
Options

Option 0

Description

Revise the existing
registered full-block
low load level to the
GRF’s half-block low
load level

MP’s Obligations

Before
Effective
Date

During
Bidding

Option 1

Introduction of a
unique set of
standing data
parameters for each
half-block
combination

Before
Effective
Date

Option 2

Include an extra
constraint that joins
the half-block low
load reserve point to
the full-block low
load reserve point of
any GRF that can
run at half-block

Before
Effective
Date

During
Bidding

Full-Block

• Undergo re-testing with the PSO to
ensure that GRF can operate at halfblock
• Re-submit one low load energy and
low load reserve capacity for each of
the 3 reserve classes that takes on
value when operating at half-block.

A+C+D+G

No additional cost
and time required.

No changes
• Undergo testing with PSO to ensure
that the GRF’s standing data meets
PSO’s requirements for energy,
reserve and regulation provision while
operating at various half-block
configurations
• Submit revised standing data for all
parameters for each of the GRF’s halfblock configuration to PSO.

During
Bidding

Half-block

Cost and Time
Required for
Implementation (in
man-months)

Cost: $700,000
Relevant A+C+D+G for each
full block and various halfblock configurations.

Time required for
implementation:
29.5 man-months

• Indicate which half-block configuration
its GRF is running on in their offers
• Undergo testing to ensure that the
GRF meet PSO’s requirements for
reserve provision while operating at
half-block
• For the GRF, submit one half-block
low load energy and reserve capacity
for the 3 reserve classes and its halfblock maximum combined generation
and reserve capacity to PSO.

Cost: $166,000
B+C+D+F+G

A+B+D+H

Time required for
implementation:
7.5 man-months

• Revise maximum combined
generation and reserve capacity to or
below its half-block capability when
operating on half-block.
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Option 3

Revision of Reserve
Generation Segment
3 to include one halfblock low load
reserve point when
GRF is operating at
half block.

Before
Effective
Date

During
Bidding

Option 4

Revision of
Reserve
Generation
Segment 3 to
include various
half-block low load
reserve points

Before
Effective
Date

Option 5

• For the GRF, submit one half-block
low load energy and reserve capacity
for the 3 reserve classes and its halfblock maximum combined generation
and reserve capacity to PSO

Before
Effective
Date

During
Bidding

Cost: $166,000
C+D+G

A+B+D+H

Time required for
implementation:
7.5 man-months

• Revise maximum combined
generation and reserve capacity to or
below its half block capability when
operating on half-block
• Undergo testing with PSO to ensure
that the GRF’s standing data meets
PSO’s requirements for energy,
reserve and regulation provision while
operating at various half-block
configurations
• Submit revised standing data for all
parameters for each of the GRF’s
half-block configuration to PSO.

During
Bidding

Introduction of 2
new MIP
constraints
between Half-block
Low Load and Low
Load

• Undergo testing to ensure that the
GRF meet PSO’s requirements for
reserve provision while operating at
half-block

• Revise Reserve Generation Max
constraint for each corresponding
half-block low load level when
operating on half-block
• Undergo testing to ensure that the
GRF meet PSO’s requirements for
reserve provision while operating at
half-block
• For the GRF, submit one half-block
low load energy and reserve capacity
for the 3 reserve classes to PSO
•

C+D+G
Cost: $676,000

(Half-block
Config. 1)
A+B+D+H

Or
E

Time required for
implementation: 28
man-months

(Half-block
Config. 2)

Cost: $240,000
A+B+C+D+H

Time required for
implementation: 10
man-months

No changes
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5

Conclusion

The proposed MIP-based modelling of reserve constraints resolve the limitation of existing
standard LP solvers that is not able to accurately model the physical capability of the GRFs
to provide reserve when operating below Low Load. With these constraints, GRFs operating
below Low Load will not be scheduled to provide primary and secondary reserves since they
are physically incapable of doing so. This enhances system security, as well as ensures that
no unfair cost burden is placed on other GRFs paying for reserves. It was found that most
GRFs were able to ramp up to their low load levels in 10 minutes even though they were
operating below their low load levels in the previous period. As such, these GRFs are able to
provide contingency reserve. Consideration to apply these constraints to contingency
reserve can be reviewed in the future if the need arises.
The proposed implementation of Option 0 will ensure that GRFs operating on a half-block
mode would be scheduled for reserve provision under this MIP-based modeling of reserve
constraints. More complexed options will be considered if the need arises.

6

Impact on Market Systems

Changes to the MCE will be required to incorporate the proposed MIP formulations, “Mixed
Integer Program based Zero Raw Reserve Constraint” and “Mixed Integer Program Based
Reserve Low Load Constraint”. There will also be changes to the NEM’s front-end interface
to remove the proposed convexity pre-check at LowLoad for primary and secondary
reserves.
There are no additional systems changes required with regards to the implementation of
Option 0.
MPs who have GRFs that intend to provide reserve when operating on a half-block mode
are required to undergo re-testing with the PSO to obtain a new low load reserve point that
takes on the value of the actual half-block low load energy level and half-block low load
reserve level for each reserve class. The PSO will then submit these revised values to EMC.

7

Implementation Process

The breakdown of the estimated implementation time and costs are:
Time Estimates
1. MCE Development

3 man-weeks

2. Java Development

2 man-weeks

3. System Tests and Performance

3 calendar weeks

4. User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

4 man-weeks

5. Audit

4 man-weeks
Total Time Required

16 man-weeks
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Cost
1. Power Systems Consultant Resource

Within EMC’s Budget

2. 1 Java Resource

Within EMC’s Budget

3. Audit

$15,000

Total Additional Cost Required

$15,000
(To be fundedfrom the RCP
Contingency Budget)

8

Consultation

We published the rule modification proposal on the EMC website for comments on 19
November 2008. These comments, as set out in Annex 8, formed the basis for the TWG’s
request to explore the incorporation of the half-block modeling solution for some GRFs.
9

Legal Sign-off

EMC’s external legal counsel has indicated that because of the technical nature of the rule
modification proposal he is not able to provide a legal signoff

10

Recommendations

Other than Mr Brendan Wauters who chose to abstain from voting, the rest of the RCP
members unanimously recommends that the EMC Board
a. support the implementation of option 0 as the half-block modeling solution
b. support the implementation of the proposed MIP constraints and apply them to the
class of primary and secondary reserves only
c. adopt the rule modification proposal to amend Sections D.3, D.4, D.9B and D.17.2.8
of Appendix 6D, Chapter 6 as set out in the Annex 6;
d. seek EMA’s approval on the rule modification proposal; and
e. recommends that the rule modification proposal come into force 4 months 12 after
the date on which the approval of the Authority is published by the EMC.

12

MPs with GRFs that are capable of providing reserve when operating at half-block may revise their current
low load reserve point, if approved by PSO after testing, prior to the implementation of this proposal.
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Annex 1
Table 1: Components in the Reserve Envelope and Corresponding Descriptions and Constraints of a GRF

Component
1
2
3

X-axis (Generation)
Y-axis (Raw reserve)
Maximum Reserve
Capacity (MW)

4

Reserve Proportion

5

Reserve Generation
Max

Description
Energy Output
Scheduled Reserve
The maximum sustainable amount of reserve
that a GRF is capable of providing. This is
determined in accordance with Chapter 6,
Appendix 6E, E.1.1.5, as part of the GRF’s
standing capability data.
The maximum amount of reserve that may be
scheduled for a GRF as a ratio of its energy
scheduled. This is currently set as part of the
GRF’s standing capability data under Chapter
6, Appendix 6E, E.1.1.7, but this can be
revised as part of reserve offers under
Chapter 6, Section 5.3.2.6.
The maximum combined capacity of energy,
raw reserve and regulation that can be
offered. This equation allows the GRF to offer
a reserve quantity of more than its total
generation capacity, as described under the
explanatory note in Chapter 6, Appendix 6E,
section E.1.1.6.

Corresponding Modeled Constraints in MCE
(If applicable)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

Chapter 6, Appendix 6D
D.17.2.3 Reserve Proportion Constraint:
RawReserver -ExcessRawReserver ≤ ReserveProportionr x
Generation g(r)
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
Chapter 6, Appendix 6D

D.17.2.4 Reserve Generation Max Constraint
Generationg(r) + RawReserver + Regulationl(r) –
ExcessResGenr ≤ ReserveGenerationMaxr
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

6

Reserve Generation
Segment 1

Reflects the reserve capability of a GRF at
energy levels between the standing reserve
generation maximum, determined in
accordance with Chapter 6, Appendix

RC282 MIP for Reserve Board20090911

Chapter 6, Appendix 6D

D.17.2.5 Reserve Generation Segment 1
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6E.1.1.6, and high load.
RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment1r ≤
HighLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r) – HighLoad x
StandingReserve GenerationMax g(r))
where:
Slope = - HighLoadReserver/
(StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r) – HighLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationg(r))

7

Reserve Generation
Segment 2

Reflects the reserve capability of a GRF at
energy levels between the high load and the
medium load.

{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
Chapter 6, Appendix 6D

D.17.2.6 Reserve Generation Segment 2
RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment2r ≤
MediumLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r) –
MediumLoad x StandingReserve GenerationMax g(r))
where:
Slope = (HighLoadReserver - MediumLoadReserver)/
(HighLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r) –
MediumLoad x StandingReserveGenerationg(r))
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

RC282 MIP for Reserve Board20090911
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Reserve Generation
Segment 3

Reflects the reserve capability of a GRF at
energy levels between the medium load and
the low load.

Chapter 6, Appendix 6D

D.17.2.6 Reserve Generation Segment3
RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment3r ≤
LowLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r) – LowLoadg(r))
where:
Slope = (MediumLoadReserver - LowLoadReserver)/
(MediumLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r) –
LowLoadg(r))
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

9
10
11

Low Load Reserve
Medium Load Reserve
High Load Reserve

12

Low Load

13

Medium Load

14

High Load

Corresponding quantities of reserve (MW)
that can be provided by a GRF operating at
an energy output of Low Load, Medium Load
and High Load.
Lowest load in MW which a GRF can provide
reserve such that it meets the requirements of
the Transmission Code
Energy output of a GRF at the intersection of
Reserve Generation Segment 2 and Segment
3. It is expressed as 0.75 of the Standing
Reserve Generation Max.
Energy output of a GRF at the intersection of
Reserve Generation Segment 1 and Segment
2. It is expressed as 0.9 of the Standing
Reserve Generation Max

RC282 MIP for Reserve Board20090911

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A
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ANNEX 2:
Possible representations of the reserve envelope
Case 1: Reserve envelope for GRF with a maximum reserve capacity at Medium
Load
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Case 2: Reserve capability envelope constrained by the Reserve Generation Max
due to de-rating of a GRF
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Case 3: 4-segment representation of the reserve capability envelope as
constrained by Reserve Proportion
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Case 4: 5-segment representation of the reserve capability envelope as
constrained by the Reserve Proportion and the Reserve Generation Max
Raw Reserve (MW)

Maximum Reserve Capacity(MW)

Low Load
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Existing Constraints and Limits
New Constraints
Actual Reserve Capability of Generator
Discrepancy Between Actual Reserve Capability and Proposed Market Clearing Formulation
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ANNEX 3
Figures 1A and 1B: Price Increases for Primary (Left) and Secondary Reserves (Right)
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Figures 2A and 2B: Total Payment Increases for Primary (Left) and Secondary Reserves (Right)
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Figures 3A and 3B: Price Increase for USEP (Left) and Decrease in Objective Function (Right)
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Figures 4A and 4B: Price Increases for Regulation (Left) and Contingency Reserve (Right)
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ANNEX 4
This section provides detailed case analysis of the periods that displayed relatively large
changes in prices in the simulation as represented in Table 3, Section 3.4.1. Table 3 is
reproduced below.
Table 3: Selected Periods with Large Price Changes
Case Date

1
2
3
4
5

29
July
29
July
29
July
29
July
30
July

Period

Objective
Function
Difference

Change
in USEP

Change in
Secondary
Reserve
Price

Change in
Contingency
Reserve
Price

Change in
Regulation
Price

$9.89

Change
in
Primary
Reserve
Price
$105.25

2

-3074.1

$42.11

-$39.48

-$26.73

3

-4397.22

-$26.90

$4.66

$8.37

-$34.5

-$26.73

12

-3427.56

$29.52

$105.24

$55.34

-$36.61

-$24.39

16

-1129.12

-$54.10

$0.02

$6.29

-$68.91

-$59.18

21

-1253.16

$25.14

$1.02

$115.54

-$19.78

-$18.69

These periods were selected for case analysis as they displayed the largest changes in
either/or the objective function, USEP, primary reserve prices or secondary reserve
prices. This can be seen in the scatter plots in Annex 3, where periods 200 to 300, which
coincide with 29th July and 30th July, are characterised by outliers. Thus, although these
periods have been singled out for analysis, it must be noted that the occurrence of such
scenarios is uncommon and generally takes place in the event of a tight supply situation.
Although there is a fall in contingency reserve prices and regulation prices for all 5
periods, this fall does not imply that MIP results in a general downward bias on
contingency reserve and regulation prices. Figures 4A and 4B show that regulation and
contingency reserve price may increase or decrease. The outcome largely depends on
the co-optimisation process, which takes into account various technical constraints,
offers, load conditions, etc. A change in any of these parameters for any GRF may result
in an entirely different outcome.
Case 1, 3 and 5: Increases in USEP
Cases 1, 3 and 5 in Table 3 display increases in USEP, coupled with large increases in
reserve prices. The increases in price under these 3 cases can be attributed to the same
rationale. Case 1 will be used to explain this increase in price.
Case 1 shows a large increase in primary and secondary reserve prices of $105.25 and
$42.11 respectively in conjunction with a rise in USEP by $9.89, while regulation and
contingency reserve prices fell 13.
13

The fall in regulation price post-MIP can be attributed to an increase in regulation supply. To elaborate, the contingency
reserve requirement post-MIP fell, leading to a reduction in the contingency reserve scheduled by G2. As it was previously
operating at its Reserve Generation Max constraint (which implies that the regulation cleared must be less than the
Reserve Generation Maximum minus the sum of energy cleared, and the highest MW amongst the 3 classes of reserve),
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Table 4, which references Case 1, details selected GRFs’ changes in scheduled energy and
primary reserve following the proposed MIP implementation. It also includes changes to the
cleared block prices for the selected GRFs.
The increases in prices under the proposed MIP formulation for Case 1 can be explained
through an examination of primary reserve offers. They are due to the following reasons:
1. Disqualification of cheaper reserve offers from GRFs operating below Low Load,
resulting in the clearing of higher-priced reserve offers from GRFs operating above
Low Load and a reduction in scheduled energy of the largest risk setter.
The proposed MIP formulation disqualifies 3 GRFs operating below Low Load, G3, G8 and
G9, resulting in a shortfall of about 91 MW of primary reserve. As such, increased reserves
were scheduled from other GRFs to meet the revised, but lower 14 primary reserve
requirement of 188.068 MW.
G1, G4 and G5 were not cleared to provide reserve prior to the simulation of the proposed
MIP formulation. This is largely due to their relatively more expensive primary reserve offers
ranging from $9.22 to $15.38. However, with the proposed MIP formulation and the decrease
in primary reserves available from the disqualified GRFs, the relatively more expensive
GRFs were scheduled to provide primary reserves of 15.534 MW, 25.061 MW and 23.221
MW respectively. It must be noted that G4 and G5 were required to reduce energy
scheduled so as to provide the increase in primary reserves scheduled, as these GRFs were
operating on the Reserve Generation Segment 1 portion of their reserve envelope (refer to
Figure 8), resulting in an energy-reserve trade-off.
In addition, the remaining GRFs, G2, G6, G7, and G10 to G14 in Table 4, were scheduled for
higher primary reserves to meet the reduction in reserves previously provided by the
disqualified GRFs. As such, these GRFs were cleared at higher reserve offer blocks, with
G10 setting the marginal primary reserve price of $105.26.
Rather than entirely relying on the option of scheduling more expensive primary reserves
that qualify, the MCE also chose to reduce the primary reserve requirement, through the
reduction of combined energy scheduled of 29.33MW by the 2 largest GRFs (G13 and G14)
in MW terms. As such, G3 and G10 to G12 were scheduled for more energy at higher offer
stacks to replace the reduction in energy scheduled of these G13 and G14. This effect of
scheduling more expensive energy offers from G3 and G10 to G12 is exacerbated by the
reduced energy scheduled from G4 and G5, resulting in an increase in USEP.
3. Restriction of relatively cheaper intermediate offers by the Reserve Generation
Segment 2
Intermediate reserve offer blocks from other GRFs that were relatively cheaper, namely G1,
G6 and G7, were not scheduled as they were constrained by their respective Reserve
Generation Segment 2, the downward sloping portion of the reserve envelope. To increase
their relatively cheaper primary reserve would necessitate reducing their energy schedules,
the fall in its contingency reserve scheduled enables it to increase its supply of relatively cheaper regulation scheduled. As
such, the MCE chose to schedule G2’s relatively cheaper regulation instead of G5’s originally scheduled, more expensive
regulation. The fall in contingency reserve prices are due to a fall in contingency reserve requirement, allowing it to clear
at a lower-priced offer in the stack.
14
The primary reserve requirement fell from 202.81 MW to 188.068 MW after the proposed MIP implementation. This fall
is due to the difference between the largest GRF scheduled for energy and reserves prior to the proposed MIP
implementation from G13 or G14 at 332.742MW and the largest unit post-MIP, G4, at 329.61MW
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due to their energy-reserve trade-off. While this is possible, the MCE considered it to be less
optimal, compared to scheduling these GRFs for their cheaper energy rather than their
cheap reserve. As such, the MCE had to move up the total primary reserve offer blocks and
schedule GRFs with more expensive reserve offers.
The combination of the above reasons can also be applied to explain the increase in
Secondary Reserve price of $42.11/MWh.
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Table 4: Changes in Energy, Primary Reserve Cleared and Block Prices for selected GRFs arising from MIP implementation (Case 1: 29
July 2008, Period 2)
29 July 2008 CASE 1
Period 2

Before MIP

After MIP

USEP

$243.85/MWh

$253.74/MWh

Primary Reserve Price

$0.01/MWh

$105.26/MWh

Pri. Res. Requirement

202.81MW

188.068 MW

Objective Value

204,036,118.545

GRF

Difference
in Energy
Cleared
(MW)

Cleared
Energy
Block
Price
Before MIP
($/MWh)

Cleared
Energy
Block
Price PostMIP
($/MWh)

Change
in
Cleared
Energy
Block
Price
($/MWh)

Difference
In Market
Energy
Price
($/MWh)

Primary
Reserve
Cleared
Before
MIP
(MW)

Primary
Reserve
Cleared
PostMIP
(MW)

204,033,044.438
Cleared
Pri.
Reserve
Difference
Block
in Primary
Price
Reserve
before
Cleared
MIP
(MW)
($/MWh)
Not
15.534
Cleared

Cleared
Pri.
Reserve
Block
Price
PostMIP
($/MWh)

Difference
in Block
Price

$15.38

$15.38

$4.67
Below
Low
Load

$4.66

$9.22

$9.22

G1

6.5

$174.11

$211.30

$37.19

$9.58

0

15.534

G2

1.51

$181.22

$210.30

$29.08

$9.58

5

8.944

$0.01

G3

49.82

$250

$250

$0

$9.60

21.448

13.944
Below
Low
Load

-21.448

G4

-23.986

$210

$205

- $5

$9.89

0

25.061

25.061

G5

-23.986

$211

$206

- $5

$9.89

0

23.221

23.221

$0.00
Not
Cleared
Not
Cleared

$9.22

$9.22

G6

-0.478

$200

$200

$0

$9.99

10

15.127

5.127

$0.01

$1.04

$1.03

G7

4.5

$199

$205

$6

$9.99

10

0.41

$0.01

0

$210

$210

$0

$9.75

33.078

-33.078

$0.01

G9

0

$210

$210

$0

$9.76

36.408

-36.408

$0.01

$1.04
Below
Low
Load
Below
Low
Load

$1.03

G8

10.41
Below
Low
Load
Below
Low
Load

G10

5

$211.90

$250

$38.10

$9.79

15

21.021

6.021

$0.01

$105.26

$105.25

G11

5

$211.90

$250

$38.10

$9.79

15

20

5

$0.01

$35.29

$35.28

G12

5

$235

$250

$15

$9.67

11.431

20

8.569

$0.01

$40.00

$39.99

G13

-13.265

$239.91

$209.91

- $30

$9.78

27

28

1

$0.00

$58.72

$58.72

G14

-16.065

$239.92

$209.92

- $30

$9.78

27

28

1

$0.00

$52.55

$52.55
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Cases 2 and 4: Decreases in USEP
Cases 2 and 4 display decreases in USEP, which may appear counter-intuitive given the
clearing of more expensive reserves with the proposed MIP implementation.
Case 2 shows the largest decrease in objective function of $4397.22 under the proposed
MIP implementation, coupled with a decrease in USEP as well as slight increases in prices
for primary and secondary classes of reserve, while regulation and contingency reserve
prices fell 15 as seen in Table 3.
Table 5 details selected GRFs that displayed changes in either scheduled energy or
scheduled primary reserves following the proposed MIP implementation under Case 2.
As reflected in the column “Energy Cleared before MIP” in Table 5, G3, G8 and G9 were
cleared for reserve even though they were operating below Low Load prior to the MIP
implementation. In a similar fashion to Case 1, one would expect the disqualification of all 3
GRFs, G3, G8 and G9 for provision of primary reserve, following the implementation of the
MIP constraints, leading to the clearing of higher-priced energy offers and resulting in higher
prices.
But the proposed MIP implementation only disqualifies G8 and G9 from providing primary
reserves, as reflected in the column “Primary Reserve Cleared Post-MIP”, reducing their
scheduled primary reserve by a total of 69.49 MW. G3 is not disqualified, but constrained on
into its feasible region for reserve provision, where it actually produces an extra 11.67 MW of
reserve in the MIP solution.
At the same time, USEP decreased instead of increasing. The decrease in USEP can be
explained by the following reasons.
1. Choices made by integer optimisation
The fundamental difference here is due to the MIP formulation, which can constrain units
on/off to maximise the system-wide benefits of a dispatch, rather than simply matching
marginal costs and benefits of supply, as in LP. Since prices should generally reflect
marginal costs, MIP can lead to some counter-intuitive results, where units may be
constrained-on or constrained-off.
In this case, there was a problem with G3, G8, and G9. After consideration of all options, the
MIP:
• Constrained G8 and G9 out of the reserve market, leaving them unconstrained in the
energy market
• Constrained G3 in to the energy market, leaving it unconstrained in the reserve
market
The net effect of these MIP-based decisions was to:
15

Prior to MIP, the regulation price of $80.73 was the outcome of a trade-off in energy for regulation by G2. Essentially, as
G2 was operating at its Reserve Generation Max due it to being cleared for contingency reserve, any increase in
regulation provided by this unit would require it to reduce provision of its relatively cheaper energy. As such, this led to an
increase in energy scheduled from more expensive GRFs, such as G3, resulting in the relatively higher cost of providing
regulation due to this energy-regulation trade-off. Post-MIP, contingency reserve requirements fell, resulting in G2
providing less contingency reserve, and the MCE found that, in this instance, it would be cheaper for regulation to clear at
G9’s marginal offer of $54, rather than determining regulation price through an energy-regulation trade-off at G2. The fall
in contingency reserve price is again the result of the fall in contingency requirement, clearing at a lower-priced offer in the
stack.
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•
•

Force an extra 77.73 MW of generation from G3 into the energy market, without
necessarily removing any generation from G8 or G9
Remove 69.49 MW of reserve from G8 and G9 from the reserve market, without
necessarily removing any reserve provision from G3

Starting from that integer “commitment” position, then, the LP part of the MIP algorithm must
search for the best solution it can find, by increasing reserve price to make up the deficit,
while decreasing the energy price to absorb the excess, as described in the following
section.
2. Increase in energy scheduled from other GRFs resulting from increase in primary
reserve scheduled
In this case, even though G3 was constrained-on to provide reserve, the effect was mainly to
preserve the contribution it had been scheduled to make in the non-MIP schedule. Only a
small increase (11.67 MW) is possible, above that level. Following this observation, further
increases came from several other sources (all GRFs except for G8-G11), until G2
eventually becomes the marginal supplier, at a price of $4.67. 16
Because other GRFs (G1 and G6) were operating on the upward-sloping portion of their
respective Reserve Generation Segments, they were also required to ramp-up their energy
cleared to meet this increase in primary reserves. But that just exacerbates the energy
surplus through the addition of another 8.8 MW. This combined increase must be offset by a
drop in energy cleared for other GRFs, namely G4, G5, G10, G11 and G12, lowering their
total energy cleared by about 88 MW. This means that these GRFs were moved to their
lower-priced offer blocks, resulting in the clearing of lower-priced offers, until G11 becomes
marginal, setting a lower USEP at the new solution.
3. Constrained-on Situation for G3
As discussed in the previous section, G3 was called upon to increase its energy scheduled
by about 77 MW to its Low Load energy output level at an energy offer price of $330/MWh. If
G3 had been the marginal unit cleared in the system, USEP would have increased to
$330/MWh. But a unit constrained on/off is not “marginal”, and can not set the price. As
explained above, this unit is actually creating a surplus, which must be offset by lowering the
energy price below even its pre-MIP level. USEP, in this instance, is $221.42, resulting in a
constrained-on situation, where G3 is paid less than its offered energy price.
This constrained-on situation is the result of the MIP optimisation, which maximises the
system-wide benefits of a dispatch, rather than an individual GRF’s benefit.
The system-wide benefit is represented by the objective value, which is $201,234,338 under
the proposed MIP implementation with the constrained-on scenario, as reflected in Table 5.
Alternative solutions might be considered, but the MIP optimisation will have (implicitly)
considered them all, and determined that this is the best, from a system perspective. In this
case, for example, we could remove G3’s relatively cheap primary reserve offer which leads
us to the results reflected in Box 1. In this instance, the objective value drops by $52 to $201,
234,287, indicating a fall in total net benefit. In addition, there is a general increase in USEP,
regulation price and all classes of reserve prices. Thus, it can be seen that MIP optimisation
16

It is only coincidence that, in this case, the clearing price corresponds directly to a particular offer tranche. In general,
prices are determined by trade-offs with energy and other reserve prices, as is the case for the prices in the pre-MIP part
of this example.
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has considered the “constrained-on” scenario to be the best outcome, from a system
perspective.
Box 1
Comparison of objective values between allowing a constrained-on
situation and disallowing a constrained-on situation

29 July 2008
Period 3

MIP with a
constrained-on
scenario

USEP

$221.42/MWh

$303.39

Primary Reserve Price

$4.67/MWh

$111.34/MWh

Primary Reserve
Requirement

198.831 MW

193.59 MW

Primary Reserve Cleared

198.831 MW

193.59 MW

Secondary Reserve Price
Secondary Reserve
Requirement

$3.05/MWh

$121.80/MWh

253.60 MW

255.73 MW

Secondary Reserve Cleared

253.60 MW

255.73 MW

Objective Value

$201,234,338

$201,234,287

MIP without G3
constrained-on

Summary
In summary, constraining G3 on, plus the increase in scheduled energy by a few GRFs’ to
allow them to provide increased scheduled reserves, results in the reduction of energy
scheduled by other GRFs. As such, this latter group of GRFs were scheduled at lowerpriced offer blocks, with the marginal unit, G11, clearing at its lower-priced block of $219.91.
In addition, although G3 was also scheduled to increase its provision of energy to its Low
Load level, at an offer price of $330/MWh, it did not set the system marginal clearing price
due to a constrained-on situation. Thus, USEP generally fell for this period.
This evaluation can also be applied to Case 4.
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Table 5: Changes in Energy, Primary Reserve Cleared and Primary Reserve Block Prices for selected GRFs arising
from MIP implementation (Case 2: 29 July 2008, Period 3)
29 July 2008
Period 3

Before MIP

After MIP (Constrained-on)

USEP

$248.32/MWh

$221.42/MWh

Primary Reserve Price

$0.01/MWh

$4.67/MWh

Primary Reserve Requirement

204.298MW

198.831 MW

Objective Value

201,238,736

201,234,338

GRF

Change
in
Energy
Cleared
(MW)

Cleared
Energy
Block
Price
before MIP
($MW/h)

Cleared
Energy
Block
Price
PostMIP
($MW/h)

G1

3.785

$174.11

$211.30

$37.19

-$26.81

0

15

15

Cleared
Pri.
Reserve
Block
Price
before
MIP
($MW/h)
Not
Cleared

$0.05

$0.05

G2

1.7

$210.30

$210.30

$0

-$26.81

2.73

11.03

8.3

$0.01

$4.67

$4.66

G3

77.73

$250.00

$330.00

$80

-$27.03

24.83

36.5

11.67

$2.34

$2.34

G4

-16

$220.00

$205

-$15

-$26.47

0

22.82

22.82

$1.52

$1.52

G5

-15

$211.00

$206

-$5

-$26.47

0

21.31

21.31

$0.00
Not
Cleared
Not
Cleared

$1.52

$1.52

G6

5

$200.00

$208

$8

-$26.69

10

12

2

$0.01

$1.04

$1.03

G7

0

$205.00

$205

0

-$26.72

10

0.21

$0.01

$1.03

G8

0

$210.00

$210

0

-$26.68

33.08

-33.08

$0.01

Block
Price
Change
($MW/h)

Difference
In Market
Energy
Price
($/MWh)

Primary
Reserve
Cleared
Before
MIP
(MW)

Primary
Reserve
Cleared
PostMIP

Change
in
Primary
Reserve
Cleared
(MW)

Cleared
Pri.
Reserve
Block
Price
PostMIP
($MW/h)

Cleared
Pri.
Reserve
Block
Price
Change

G9

0

$210.00

$210

0

-$26.68

36.41

10.21
Below
Low
Load
Below
Low
Load

-36.41

$0.01

$1.04
Below
Low
Load
Below
Low
Load

G10

-15

$235.90

$165.50

-$69.5

-$26.53

15

15

0

$0.01

$0.01

0

G11

-20.22

$239.91

$219.91

-$20

-$26.71

27

27

0

$0.00

$0.00

0

G12

-22.2

$239.91

$209.92

-$30

-$26.71

24.16

27

2.84

$0.00

$0.00

0
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ANNEX 5
Figure 1B: Cplex Solve Time for Real-Time Dispatch

Figure 2B: Cplex Solve Time for Short-Term Schedule

Figure 3B: Cplex Solve Time for Pre-Dispatch Schedule
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Figure 4B: Cplex Solve Time for Market Outlook Scenario
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ANNEX 6
Proposed Rule Changes to Implement MIP-based Modelling of Reserve Constraints

Existing Rules (Release: 1 April 2008)

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and additions
represented by double underlined text)

CHAPTER 6, APPENDIX 6D

CHAPTER 6, APPENDIX 6D

D.2

SETS

D.2

Remarks

SETS

[New section]
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GENPRIRESERVEOFFERS

The subset of
GENRESERVEOFFE
RS that have been
submitted by the
dispatch coordinators
for generation
registered facilities for
the purposes of offering
primary reserve, as set
out in Section A.2.2 of
Appendix 5A.

GENSECRESERVEOFFERS

The subset of
GENRESERVEOFFE
RS that have been
submitted by the
dispatch coordinators

To define the new sets
to be used in section
D.17.2.8 and section
D.9B.3 of Appendix
6D.

Paper No: EMC/RCP/45/2009/282

for generation
registered facilities for
the purposes of offering
secondary reserve, as
set out in Section A.2.3
of Appendix 5A.
GENCONRESERVEOFFERS

D.3 PARAMETERS

HighLoad

The energy output of a
generation registered facility
operating at the intersection of
Reserve Generation Segment 1
and Reserve Generation Segment
2. Defined as a fraction of
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The subset of
GENRESERVEOFFE
RS that have been
submitted by the
dispatch coordinators
for generation
registered facilities for
the purposes of offering
contingency reserve, as
set out in Section A.2.4
of Appendix 5A.

D.3 PARAMETERS

HighLoadg

The energy output of the
generation registered facility
operating at the intersection of
Reserve Generation Segment 1
and Reserve Generation Segment
2. Defined as a fraction of

Clearly distinguish
between HighLoadg
which is a MW amount
and HighLoadFactor
which is a constant
given by 0.9.
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StandingReserveGenerationMaxg
. Equal to 0.90.

HighLoadRe
server

LowLoadg

MediumLoad

The quantity of reserve in MW
that can be provided by a
generation registered facility
operating with an energy output
of HighLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg
and offering reserve offer r .
The lowest load in MW at which
generation registered facility g
can provide reserve that meets
the requirements of the
Transmission Code.
The energy output of a
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StandingReserveGenerationMaxg.
Equal to 0.90. associated with
energy offer g, that is calculated by
multiplying the constant,
HighLoadFactor, by the parameter,
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg.
HighLoadFactor

A constant equal to 0.9 that is used
in the determination of the
parameter, HighLoadg.

HighLoadReserver

The quantity of reserve in MW
that can be provided by a
generation registered facility
operating with an energy output of
HighLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg
HighLoadg(r) and offering reserve
offer r .
The lowest load in MW at which
the generation registered facility
associated with energy offer g, can
provide reserve that meets the
requirements of the Transmission
Code.

LowLoadg

To replace “HighLoad

x
StandingReserveGen
erationMaxg” with
“HighLoadg”.

For drafting
consistency with the
other parameters.
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generation registered facility
operating at the intersection of
Reserve Generation Segment 2
and Reserve Generation Segment
3. Defined as a fraction of
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg
. Equal to 0.75.

MediumLoad
Reserver

The quantity of reserve in MW
that can be provided by a
generation registered facility
operating with an energy output
of MediumLoad x Standing
ReserveGenerationMaxg and
offering reserve offer r.

InfinitePositiveValue

A relatively large
positive value
applied in section
D.18.3 as a slack
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MediumLoadg

The energy output of the generation
registered facility operating at the
intersection of Reserve Generation
Segment 2 and Reserve Generation
Segment 3. Defined as a fraction of
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg.
Equal to 0.75. associated with
energy offer g, that is calculated by
multiplying the constant,
MediumLoadFactor, by the
parameter,
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg.

MediumLoadFactor

A constant equal to 0.75 that is used
in the determination of the
parameter, MediumLoadg.

MediumLoadReserver

The quantity of reserve in MW that
can be provided by a generation
registered facility operating with an
energy output of MediumLoad x
Standing ReserveGenerationMaxg
MediumLoadg(r) and offering
reserve offer r.

InfinitePositiveValue

A relatively large positive value
applied in section D.17.2.8 and
section D.18.3 as a slack value
selector variable coefficient.

To clearly distinguish
between MediumLoadg
which is a MW amount
and
MediumLoadFactor
which is a constant
given by 0.75.

To replace
“MediumLoad x

StandingReserveGen
erationMaxg” with
“MediumLoadg”.

To ensure that this
parameter also applies
to the new MIP
constraints under
section D.17.2.8 of
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Appendix 6D. To make
clear that this parameter
is a selector variable
coefficient rather than a
slack value and
effectively only acts as
a slack value when
multiplied by a selector
variable.

value.

D.4

VARIABLES

D.4

VARIABLES

[New section]
ReserveEligibilitySwitchg(r)

D.9B VALIDATION TEST EQUATIONS

D.9B.1 LowLoad must be greater than zero
LowLoadg(r ) > 0
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
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Binary integer variable,
associated with the
generation registered facility
with reserve offer r and
energy offer g, used for
modeling of reserve-generation
constraints in section D.17.2.8.

To define a new
variable to be used in
section D.17.2.8 of
Appendix 6D.

D.9B VALIDATION TEST EQUATIONS
D.9B.1 The parameter, LowLoadg, must be greater than zero.
LowLoadg(r) > 0

{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

To make clear that the
reference to
“LowLoad” is a
reference to the
parameter, LowLoadg,
as defined under
section 6D.3 of
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Appendix 6D.

D.9B.2 LowLoad must be less than Medium Load
LowLoadg(r) < MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

D.9B.2 The parameter, LowLoadg, must be less
thanMediumLoad the parameter, MediumLoadg.
LowLoadg(r) < MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)
MediumLoadg(r)
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

To make clear that the
references to
“LowLoad” and
“Medium Load” are
references to the
parameters, LowLoadg
and MediumLoadg
respectively, as defined
in section D.3 of
Appendix 6D.
To replace the portion
of the equation,
“MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg(r)”, with a
single parameter,
MediumLoadg(r), which
is in turn defined in
section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).

D.9B.3

The LowLoad Reserve Point must lie on or above the
line joining the origin to the Medium Load Reserve
Point.
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D.9B.3 The LowLoad Reserve LowLoadReserve pPoint must
lie on or above the line joining the origin to the
Medium Load Reserve MediumLoadReserve pPoint

To differentiate
between the parameter,
LowLoadReserveg, and
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LowLoadReserver ≥ Slope x LowLoadg ( r )

LowLoadReserver ≥ Slope x LowLoadg ( r )

{r ∈GENRESERVEOFFERS}
where :
Slope = MediumLoadReserver / ( MediumLoad
x StandingRese rveGenerationMax g ( r ) )

{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
{r ∈ GENCONRESERVEOFFERS}
where :
Slope = MediumLoadReserver/(MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r))MediumLoadg(r)

the coordinate pair,
LowLoadReserve
point. Likewise for the
parameter,
MediumLoadReserveg
and the coordinate pair
MediumLoadReserve
point.
Removal of Validation
Test Equation for
LowLoadReserve point
in respect of Primary
and Secondary
Reserves only.
To replace the portion
of the equation,
“MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg(r)”, with a
single parameter,
MediumLoadg(r), which
is in turn defined in
section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).

D.9B.4 The Medium Load Reserve Point must lie on or
above the line joining the Low Load Reserve Point to
the High Load Reserve Point.

D.9B.4 The Medium Load Reserve MediumLoadReserve pPoint
must lie on or above the line joining the Low Load
Reserve LowLoadReserve pPoint to the High Load
Reserve pPoint.
MediumLoadReserver ≥ LowLoadReserver + Slope x
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To differentiate
between the parameter,
LowLoadReserveg, and
the coordinate pair,
LowLoadReserve
point. Likewise for the
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MediumLoadReserver ≥ LowLoadReserver + Slope
x (MediumLoad x StandingRese rveGenerationMax g ( r )

(MediumLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)
MediumLoadg(r)– LowLoadg(r))

− LowLoad g ( r ) )

{ r ∈ GENRESERVE OFFERS}
{ r ∈ GENRESERVE OFFERS}

where :
Slope= (HighLoadRe
server − LowLoadRes
erver ) /
( HighLoadx StandingReserveGenerationMaxg ( r )
− LowLoadg ( r ) )

where :
Slope = (HighLoadReserver –
LowLoadReserver)/(HighLoad x Standing
ReserveGenerationMaxg(r) HighLoadg(r)– LowLoadg(r))

parameter,
MediumLoadReserveg
and the coordinate pair,
MediumLoadReserve
point.
To replace the portion
of the equation,
“MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg(r)”, with a
single parameter,
MediumLoadg(r), which
is in turn defined in
section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).
To replace the portion
of the equation,
“HighLoad x
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg(r)”, with a
single parameter,
HighLoadg(r), which is
in turn defined in
section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).
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D.9B.5 The High Load Reserve Point must lie on or above
the line joining the Medium Load Reserve Point to
the Standing Reserve Generation Max Point.

HighLoadReserver ≥ MediumLoadReserver + Slope
x (HighLoad x StandingRese rveGenerationMax g ( r )
− MediumLoad x StandingRese rveGenerationMax g ( r ) )

{ r ∈ GENRESERVE OFFERS}

where :
Slope = − MediumLoadReserve r /
(StandingRese rveGenerationMax g ( r )
− MediumLoad x StandingRese rveGenerationMax g ( r ) )

D.9B.5

The High Load Reserve HighLoadReserve pPoint must
lie on or above the line joining the Medium Load
Reserve MediumLoadReserve pPoint to the Standing
Reserve Generation Max
StandingReserveGenerationMax pPoint.
HighLoadReserver ≥ MediumLoadReserver + Slope x
(HighLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)
HighLoadg(r)– MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r ) MediumLoadg(r))

{ r ∈ GENRESERVE OFFERS}
where :
Slope = – MediumLoadReserver/(Standing
ReserveGenerationMaxg(r) – MediumLoad x Standing
ReserveGenerationMaxg(r) MediumLoadg(r))

To differentiate
between the parameter,
HighLoadReserveg, and
the coordinate pair,
HighLoadReserve
point. Likewise for the
parameters,
MediumLoadReserveg
and
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg and the
coordinate pairs
MediumLoadReserve
point and
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg respectively.
To replace the portion
of the equation,
“MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg(r)”, with a
single parameter,
MediumLoadg(r), which
is in turn defined in
section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).
To replace the portion
of the equation,
“HighLoad x
StandingReserveGener
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ationMaxg(r)”, with a
single parameter,
HighLoadg(r), which is
in turn defined in
section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).
D. 17 RISK AND OPERATING RESERVE

D.17.2.5

Reserve Generation Segment 1

D. 17 RISK AND OPERATING RESERVE

D.17.2.5

Reserve Generation Segment 1
RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment1r ≤
HighLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r ) –
HighLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMax g(r)
HighLoadg(r))

RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment1r ≤
HighLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r ) –
HighLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMax g(r ))

{ r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

D.17.2.6

{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}

where :

where:

Slope = - HighLoadReserver / (Standing
ReserveGenerationMaxg(r) – HighLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r))

Slope = – HighLoadReserver/ (Standing
ReserveGenerationMaxg(r) – HighLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r) HighLoadg(r))

Reserve Generation Segment 2
RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment2r ≤
MediumLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r ) –
MediumLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMax g(r ))
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Reserve Generation Segment 2
RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment2r ≤
MediumLoadReserver + Slope x ( Generation g(r)
Generation g(r ) – MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMax g(r ) MediumLoadg(r)

To replace the portion
of the equation,
“HighLoad x
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg(r)” with a
single parameter
HighLoadg(r), which is
in turn defined in
section D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).

To replace the portion
of the equation,
“MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGener
ationMaxg(r)” with a
single parameter
MediumLoadg(r), which
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{ r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
where:

where:

Slope = (HighLoadReserver - MediumLoadReserver)/
(HighLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r) –
MediumLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r))

D.17.2.7 Reserve Generation Segment 3
RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment3r
≤ LowLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r )
– LowLoadg(r))

Slope = (HighLoadReserver - MediumLoadReserver)/
(HighLoad x StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)
HighLoadg(r) – MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r) MediumLoadg(r))

D.17.2.7

[New Section]

RawReserver – ExcessResGenSegment3r ≤
LowLoadReserver + Slope x (Generation g(r ) –
LowLoadg(r))

{r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
where:
Slope = (MediumLoadReserver –
LowLoadReserver) / (MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r)
MediumLoadg(r) - LowLoad g(r))

D.17.2.8 Mixed Integer Program Based Reserve Constraints
The provisions of this section D.17.2.8 shall apply
only to primary reserve and secondary reserve in
solving the linear program.
D.17.2.8.1 Mixed Integer Program Based Zero Raw
Reserve Constraint
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To correct a format
error in the variable
“Generationg”

Reserve Generation Segment 3

where :
Slope = (MediumLoadReserver –
LowLoadReserver) / (MediumLoad x
StandingReserveGenerationMaxg(r) - LowLoad
g(r))

is in turn defined in
section 6D.3 of
Appendix 6D (read
with section D.5 of
Appendix 6D).

Proposed MIP for
Reserve Constraints.
Applicable to Primary
and Secondary
Reserves only.
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RawReserver,–InfinitePositiveValue x
ReserveEligibilitySwitchg(r) ≤ 0
{ r ⎜r ∈GENPRIRESERVEOFFERS ∪
GENSECRESERVEOFFERS }

D.17.2.8.2 Mixed Integer Program Based Reserve
Low Load Constraint
Generationg(r) + InfinitePositiveValue x (1ReserveEligibilitySwitchg(r)) ≥ LowLoadg(r)
{ r ⎜r ∈GENPRIRESERVEOFFERS ∪
GENSECRESERVEOFFERS }
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Annex 7
Review by the Technical Working Group (TWG) at the 14th TWG

1

The proposed MIP-based modelling of reserve constraints was presented at the 14th TWG
meeting held on 23 December 2008.
At the meeting, the TWG noted that some GRFs which are combined-cycle plants (CCPs) are
physically capable of providing reserve even when operating below their registered low load 17
levels. This is because their registered low load levels in the MCE are based on the CCPs’
full-block capabilities, which are higher than the low load levels of the same CCPs running at
half-block. Thus, should the proposed MIP constraints be implemented, CCPs which are able
to provide reserve at half-block may be disqualified. As such, the TWG decided to review the
proposed MIP implementation, so as to better model the capabilities of these CCPs running at
either half-block or open-cycle mode. A CCP is operating on half-block when it does not utilise
all of its constituent gas turbine(s) and steam turbine to produce energy.
Figure 1 represents the 6 possible operating modes of a CCP 18 with 2 GTs and 1 ST. The first
5 operating modes represent the possible half-block operating modes of a CCP.
Figure 1
Combination
1
GT1
ST
GT2

Configuration
GT1

2

GT2

3
4
5
6

GT1-ST
GT2-ST
GT1-GT2 (Open-cycle)
GT1-GT2-ST (Full Block)

A TWG member also suggested that the MIP constraints be extended to the contingency
class of reserve.
Thus, the TWG deliberated that a work group with representatives from the generating
companies and PSO be set up to address these issues. The members nominated were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mr. James Ooi (Representative of PowerSeraya)
Mr. Tan Cheng Teck (Representative of Senoko Power)
Mr. Ranjit Singh (Representative of Keppel Merlimau Cogen)
Mr. Tony Tan (Representative of Tuas Power)
Mr. Chua Gwen Heng (Representative of Sembcorp)
Ms. Agnes Tan (Representative of PSO)

The following sections analyse the various options proposed to address the half-block
modelling concerns, and examines the extension of the proposed MIP constraints to the
contingency class of reserve.

2.

17
18

Review by the task force members

Low Load is defined as the lowest output level in which a GRF can provide reserve.
CCPs may have other configurations.
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2.1

Modelling of GRFs operating at Half-Block/Open Cycle Mode

At the workgroup meeting held on 2 February 2009, 4 possible half-block modelling methods
were presented to the workgroup for consideration:
Option 1 - Introduction of a unique set of standing data parameters for each half-block
combination
Option 2 - Include an extra constraint that joins the half-block low load to the full-block
low load of any GRF that can run at half-block
Option 3 - Revision of Reserve Generation Segment 3 to include one half-block load
point
Option 4 - Revision of Reserve Generation Segment 3 to include various half-block
load points
Option 1: Introduction of a unique set of standing data parameter for each half-block
combination
Description
Currently, each GRF has an associated set of standing data in the MCE, which includes data
parameters such as the GRF’s low load level, ramp rate, reserve proportion, etc. These
parameters reflect the capability of the GRF and are taken into account during the MCE’s cooptimisation process.
Market Participants’ Obligations
This option would require the introduction of 2 new obligations on the part of the MP as
follows:
1.

This modelling option proposes that a unique set of standing data parameter be
submitted for each of the half-block combination that a GRF may undertake. For
example, if a GRF has 3 different half-block configurations, the MP will be required to
submit a set of standing data for each of the 3 half-block configurations. The standing
data submitted would be subject to PSO’s testing and approval to confirm each of the
GRF’s half-block configuration’s capability.

2.

Given that each GRF may have more than 1 half-block configuration, the MP would
have to indicate the configuration that the GRF is operating on when submitting the
GRF’s offers.

Cost and Time to Implement
Arising from the complexity of this approach, Option 1 would require an estimated cost of
$700,000 and 29.5 man-months of effort to implement.
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Option 2: Introduction of an extra constraint that extends from the full-block low load
reserve point to the half-block low load reserve point
Figure 2: Proposed Modelling of Half-block under Option 2

Description
Option 2 suggests the introduction of an extra constraint, Reserve Generation Segment 4,
into the existing reserve solution space of a GRF that can run at half-block. This constraint
joins the new half-block low load reserve point and full-block low load reserve point, as
represented by the yellow line in Figure 2 above. It functions in a similar fashion to the
existing Reserve Generation Segments 1, 2 and 3 and will only apply to GRFs who can
provide reserve at half-block. Only one half block low load point from amongst all of the
GRF’s half-block configurations will be utilised.
The reserve solution space for a GRF operating on half-block would now be extended by the
yellow shaded region, B, but constrained by its half-block Reserve Generation Max. Thus, the
applicable reserve solution space of a GRF operating on a half-block operating mode would
be given by the shaded regions B+C. Conversely, the GRF’s applicable reserve solution
space would be given by A+C should it switch to a full-block mode.
A new constraint would be introduced to differentiate between a GRF’s operating status (i.e.
whether it is running on half-block or full-block). If the GRF’s Maximum Combined Capacity is
less its half-block “Maximum Combined Generation and Reserve Capacity” for the relevant
reserve class, then it implies that this GRF is on half-block for that relevant reserve class.
Otherwise it deemed to be operating a full block for that reserve class.
Market Participants’ Obligations
The proposed modelling of this constraint would require the MP to indicate its GRF’s
operating status from running at half-block to full-block or vice versa.
Thus, a MP has the following obligations under this proposed option:
1. The MP is required to submit the following standing data to PSO to test its GRF’s halfblock capability:
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a. Half-block Low Load Energy Level
b. Half-block Low Load Reserve Level for each reserve class
c. Half-block Maximum Combined Generation Capacity and Reserve Capacity
for each reserve class.
These standing data parameters will be introduced into the MCE.
2. The MP is required to revise the GRF’s maximum combined capacity, as part of its energy
offer (under Chapter 6, Section 5.2.2.5 of the Market Rules) to less than or equal to its
half-block Maximum Combined Generation Capacity and Reserve Capacity for the
relevant reserve class.
This obligation has 2 effects, namely, to identify the operating status of the GRF' as well as
ensure that the GRF is not scheduled reserve in excess of what it can provide when
operating at half-block. This is because the revision of this maximium combined capacity level
also revises the “Reserve Generation Max” constraint in accordance with Chapter 6,
Appendix 9A.7.2 of the Market Rules.
Cost and Time to Implement
This relatively simple change would require an estimated cost of $166,000 and would require
an effort of 7.5 man-months.
Option 3: Revision of Reserve Generation Segment 3 to include One Half-block Low
load point
Figure 3: Proposed Modelling of Half-Block under Option 3
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Description
This proposal looks at revising and extending the Reserve Generation Segment 3 to the halfblock low load reserve point, as represented by the yellow line labeled “Reserve Generation
Segment 3” in Figure 3. Similar to option 2, the reserve solution space will change with the
operation status of the GRF, i.e. whether it is operating on a half-block or full-block status.
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Under this proposed option 3, the reserve solution space for a GRF operating at full-block will
be represented by the region A+B+D+G in Figure 3. However, suppose the GRF switches to
operating at half-block, its reserve solution space will now be represented by the region C+D.
Arising from the revision of “Reserve Generation Segment 3” when operating on full-block to
“Reserve Generation Segment 3’” when operating on half-block, the actual reserve capability
of the GRF from Low Load to Medium Load will be reduced by the shaded region, B+G, which
is a more accurate representation of the actual half-block reserve capability of the GRF as
compared to option 2. This is because a GRF operating on a half-block status may be unable
to provide reserve at the same level as that of its full-block operating status, as represented
by the regions B+G.
Similar to option 2, a new constraint would be introduced to differentiate between a GRF’s
operating status (i.e. whether it is running on half-block or full-block). If the GRF’s Maximum
Combined Capacity is less its half-block “Maximum Combined Generation and Reserve
Capacity” for the relevant reserve class, then it implies that this GRF is on half-block for that
relevant reserve class. Otherwise it is deemed to be operating a full block for that reserve
class.
Only be 1 half-block low load reserve point, amongst all of the GRF’s half-block configurations
will be utilised.
Market Participants’ Obligations
The MP has 2 main obligations under this option:
1. The MP is required submit the following standing data to PSO to test its GRF’s half-block
capability:
a. Half-block Low Load Energy Level
b. Half-block Low Load Reserve Level for each reserve class
c. Half-block Maximum Combined Generation Capacity and Reserve Capacity for
each reserve class.
These standing data parameters will be introduced into the MCE.
2.

The MP is required to revise the GRF’s maximum combined capacity”, as part of its
energy offer (under Chapter 6, Section 5.2.2.5 of the Market Rules) to less than or equal
to its half-block Maximum Combined Generation Capacity and Reserve Capacity for the
relevant reserve class.

This obligation has 2 effects, namely, to identify the operating status of the GRF as well as
ensure that the GRF is not scheduled reserve in excess of what it can provide when operating
at half-block. This is because the revision of this maximium combined capacity level also
revises the “Reserve Generation Max” constraint in accordance with Chapter 6, Appendix
9A.7.2 of the Market Rules.
Cost and Time to Implement
Similar to option 2, this option would take 7.5 man-months of effort with an estimated cost of
$166,000.
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Option 4: Revision of Reserve Generation Segment 3 to include various half-block load
points
Figure 4: Proposed Modelling of Half-Block under Option 4
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This proposed option is similar to option 3, with the exception of a more comprehensive low
load representation. Under this option, a unique Reserve Generation Segment 3 will be
introduced for each half-block combination. This is based on the premise that each of the halfblock configurations has a different low load reserve point.
Suppose that a GRF has 2 half-block configurations, which we will term “Half-block
Configuration 1” and “Half-block Configuration 2”. Under this proposed option, the MP is
required to submit a half-block low load value for each of these 2 configurations. In the event
that the GRF is running on the Half-block Configuration 1, its reserve solution space would be
reduced to the areas marked C+D, constrained by the low load level labelled “Half-block Low
Load 1”, “Reserve Generation Max at Half-block Configuration 1” and the “Reserve
Generation Segment 3’ ” in Figure 4 above, similar to the example shown in Option 3. If it
switches to the second configuration, “Half-block Configuration 2”, its solution space would be
revised to the blue shaded area marked E.
Market Participants’ Obligations
This option introduces 2 obligations on the part of the MP:
1.

The MP is required to submit the following standing data to PSO to test each of its
GRF’s half-block conguration’s capability:
a. Half-block Low Load Energy Level
b. Half-block Low Load Reserve Level for each reserve class
c. Half-block Maximum Combined Generation Capacity and Reserve Capacity for
each reserve class

2.

Given that each GRF may have more than 1 half-block configuration, the MP would
have to indicate the configuration that the CCP is running on when submitting its offers.
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3.

The MP is required to revise its GRF’s “Reserve Generation Max” constraint to the
GRF’s “Maximum Combined Generation Capacity and Reserve Capacity” for each halfblock configuration. This revision prevents the GRF from being scheduled reserve in
excess of what it can provide when operating at various half-block configurations. These
constraints are represented by the dotted blue lines labeled “Reserve Generation Max
at Half-block 1” and “Reserve Generation Max at Half-Block 2” in Figure 4.

Cost and Time to Implement
Option 4 requires 28 man-months of effort with an estimated cost of $676,000.
Box 1 summarises the solution space under the various half-block options, except for option 1
which is not represented.

Re
se
rve

Pr
op
ort
ion

Box 1 : Summary of the half-block reserve solution space under Options 2,3 and 4

Options

Solution Space

Without Half-block

A+B+D+G

2

B+C+D+F

3

C+D
C+D (Configuration 1)
or E (Configuration 2)

4
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2. 2
Use of the parameter “Offered Capacityg” as an indication of its operating
status
Currently, under Chapter 6, Section 5.2.2.5 of the Market Rules, a MP that wishes to
temporarily de-rate its GRF for certain dispatch periods may reduce the GRF’s maximum
combined capacity for energy, reserve and regulation by revising the GRF’s Offered Capacity
for such dispatch periods. Such downward revision of this combined capacity in turn revises
the associated effective Reserve Generation Max and Regulation Max for this GRF. This is
because under the existing Sections D9A.7 and D9A.8 of Appendix 6D of the Market Rules,
the applicable Reserve Generation Max and Regulation Max for each GRF’s reserve and
regulation offer will be the smaller of the Offered Capacity or the Reserve Generation Max
and Regulation Max in the GRF’s respective standing capability data.
Options 2, 3 and 4 require the MP to revise their Reserve Generation Max constraint to
indicate their GRF operating status. This revision can be carried out using the current
methodology described above. Thus, if a GRF’s Offered Capacity is less than or equal to its
registered half-block maximum combined generation capacity and reserve capacity 19 for the
relevant reserve class, it would be deemed to be operating on a half-block mode for that
reserve class. However, using this revision may disqualify a GRF operating at half-block from
providing regulation if this results in it failing the Regulation Min Constraint (D.18.1.4 of
Appendix 6D). This disqualification is also observed in current practice should a GRF revise
its Offered Capacity downwards.
An alternative methodology that does not involve revising a GRF’s Offered Capacity and in
turn its effective Reserve Generation Max parameter, Regulation Max parameter and their
corresponding constraints, would be to total the quantity in the GRF’s energy offers. If this
sum is less than or equal to its registered half-block maximum combined generation capacity
and reserve capacity for the relevant reserve class, it would be deemed to be operating on a
half-block mode for that reserve class.
However, using this proposed alternative methodology would result in the GRF being
scheduled reserve in excess of its actual physical capability when it is operating on a halfblock mode. The example described overleaf demonstrates this.

19

Additional parameters as part of a GRFs Standing Capability Data would be needed to reflect this.
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Figure 5: Using the Sum of a GRF’s energy offers as an indication of its Operating
Status

.
Using Option 3 as an example as represented in Figure 5 above, suppose a GRF’s registered
half-block maximum combined generation capacity and reserve capacity for the relevant
reserve class is X1. If this GRF restricts its total quantity of energy offered to X1, it would be
deemed as operating on a half-block status. This indication would naturally restrict the
maximum energy output of the GRF to X1, as represented by the x-axis, resulting in a solution
space of C+D+E.
However, the GRF is physically unable to provide the reserve amount represented by the
shaded area E. This area E would have been excluded from the reserve solution space had
the Reserve Generation Max constraint been revised downwards to Reserve Generation Max
at half-block, as represented in Figure 5 above.
Another issue arising from using the total quantity of energy offered as an indicator instead of
the Reserve Generation Max constraint is the possibility that a GRF may be scheduled for
regulation and reserve that it is not able to provide as described below.
Currently, the Reserve Generation Max constraint represented under Section D17.2.4 of
Appendix 6D of the Market Rules requires that the sum of the total scheduled energy,
regulation and reserve should not exceed the maximum combined generation and reserve
amount, as represented below.

D.17.2.4

Reserve Generation Max Constraint:

Generation g ( r ) + RawReserve r + Regulationl ( r ) − ExcessResGen r ≤ ReserveGenerationMax r
{ r ∈ GENRESERVEOFFERS}
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In addition, Sections D18.1.3 and D18.1.4 of Appendix 6D of the Market Rules also states
that for a GRF to provide regulation, its sum of scheduled energy and regulation must be
above its registered regulation max and regulation min, the maximum and minimum output for
which the automatic generator control (AGC) can operate a GRF to provide regulation
capability respectively.

D.18.1.3

Regulation Max Constraint:

Generation g (l ) + Regulation l − ExcessRegGen l ≤ RegulationMax g (l )
{ l ∈ REGULATIONOFFERS}
D.18.1.4

Regulation Min Constraint:

Generation g (l ) − Regulation l + DeficitRegGen l ≥ RegulationMin g ( l )
{ l ∈ REGULATIONOFFERS}
Table 1 shows an example of a hypothetical GRF with its respective full-block maximum
combined capacity, half-block maximum combined capacity, Regulation Min and Regulation
Max.
Table 1: GRF’s registered capability
Parameters
Full-block maximum combined
capacity
Half-block maximum
combined capacity

Registered value (in MW)
360
200

Regulation Min

180

Regulation Max

300

Suppose this GRF is operating on a half-block mode and the “Offered Capacity” methodology
is used as an indication of its operating status, then its maximum combined capacity and its
corresponding Reserve Generation Max will be revised from 360MW to 200MW. This revision
ensures that the GRF will not be scheduled for any energy, regulation or reserve such that the
sum of these products is in excess of 200MW even though it falls within the regulation min
and regulation max range. This is because the Reserve Generation Max in constraint
D.17.2.4 under Appendix 6D of the Market Rules will be revised to 200MW, thus ensuring that
the sum of scheduled energy, regulation and reserve would be constrained to a maximum of
200MW.
However, if the same GRF is operating on a half-block mode and the sum of total energy
quantity offered methodology is used instead as an indication of its operating status, then in
this instance, its maximum combined capacity and its corresponding Reserve Generation Max
would remain at 360 MW. As such, the Reserve Generation Max in constraint D.17.2.4 of
Appendix 6D under the Market Rules would not be revised to 200MW, but instead remain at
360MW.
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This non-revision allows the GRF to be scheduled in excess of its 200MW capability. If this
GRF is scheduled to provide energy of 200MW i.e, at its maximum half-block capability of
200MW, the non-revision of Reserve Generation Max in constraint D.17.2.4 of Appendix 6D
will result in the MCE assuming that this GRF still has an excess capacity of 160 which may
be used in regulation and reserve provision. This constraint would be satisfied since the sum
of energy, regulation and reserve would still be below 360MW, even though its actual
generation capability is 200MW when operating on a half-block mode.
Given the inaccuracies in the alternative methodology, we propose that the GRF’s “Offered
Capacity” be used as the basis to decide if it is operating at half block.
2.3

Analysis

This section presents the factors influencing our recommended half-block option. Table 3
(pages 62-63) summarises the 4 proposed half-block modelling options.
1. Accuracy versus Cost
Option 1 will most accurately model the GRFs’ actual capability for each half-block
configuration by specifying, independently, the affected parameters for each possible halfblock configuration. However, the sum involved in the implementation of this approach may
impose unnecessary costs on the market.
Option 4 allows for multiple half-block points to cater to various configurations. Although it is
the second best alternative to achieving accuracy with the multiple half-block point feature, its
costs and time required for implementation is comparable to that of option 1. This places
option 4 at a disadvantage as compared to option 1 because despite its relatively high cost, it
is unable to most accurately represent the actual physical capability of the GRF.
Option 2 involves a simple but inaccurate modelling of the half-block capability of a GRF. This
arises from the inclusion of the additional solution space, labelled B+F in Box 1. A GRF
operating on half-block may be unable to provide reserve at maximum levels similar to that of
its full-block operating status. Thus, the solution space B+F should not be included as part of
the reserve solution space for a GRF operating on a half-block status. The selection of this
option 2 would thus over-compromise accuracy in exchange for a lower cost.
Option 3, in contrast, requires a downward revision or a pivot of its Reserve Generation
Segment 3 by joining the existing medium load reserve point to the new half-block low load
reserve point when the GRF is operating on half-block. As such, regions B+F labelled in Box
1 are excluded from the reserve solution space. Thus, this exclusion ensures that GRFs
operating on the half-block would not be scheduled for reserve they might be unable to
provide, resulting in a more accurate representation of the half-block capability of a GRF as
compared to Option 2. In addition, the costs for option 3 are similar to that of option 2.
Thus, option 3 allows for a good balance between accuracy and cost.
2. Effort Required
Table 3 overleaf shows that both options 1 and 4 will also require a substantial amount of
man-months and financial costs to put these options into effect as compared to options 2 and
3.
3. Industry Preference
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Table 3: Summary of the proposed 4 half-block modelling options
Proposed
Options
Option 1
Introduction of a
set of standing
data for each
half-block low
load configuration

Market Participant’s Obligations

Before
Effective
Date

During
bidding

Option 2
Introduction of a
new Reserve
Generation
Segment 4 that
extends from the
full-block low load
reserve point to
the half-block
reserve point

Before
Effective
Date

During
Bidding

− Undergo testing with PSO to ensure that the GRF’s
standing data meets PSO’s requirements for energy,
reserve and regulation provision while operating at various
half-block configuration
− Submit revised standing data for all parameters for each
of the GRF’s half-block configuration to PSO.

EMC’s Cost and Time
required for
implementation

Cost: $700,000

Analysis

Advantage

− Most accurate
representation of
half-block
capability

Disadvantage

− Costly
− Complex system
changes required

Advantage

− Simple to
implement
− Less costly

Disadvantage

− Least accurate

Time required for
implementation:
29.5 man-months

− Indicate which half-block configuration its GRF is running
on in their offers
− Undergo testing to ensure that the GRF meet PSO’s
requirements for reserve provision while operating at halfblock
− For the GRF, submit one half-block low load energy and
reserve capacity for the 3 reserve classes and its halfblock maximum combined generation and reserve
capacity to PSO.
− Revise maximum combined generation and reserve
capacity to or below its half-block capability when
operating on half-block.
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Proposed
Options
Option 3
Revision of the
Reserve
Generation
Segment 3 to
include the
lowest half-block
low load point.

Market Participant’s Obligations

Before
Effective
Date

During
Bidding

Option 4
Revision of the
Reserve
Generation
Segment 3 to
include various
half-block low
load points.

Before
Effective
Date

During
Bidding

− Undergo testing to ensure that the GRF meet PSO’s
requirements for reserve provision while operating at halfblock
− For the GRF, submit one half-block low load energy and
reserve capacity for the 3 reserve classes and its halfblock maximum combined generation and reserve
capacity to PSO

EMC’s Cost and Time
required for
implementation

Analysis

Cost: $166,000
Time required for
implementation:
7.5 man-months

− Revise maximum combined generation and reserve
capacity to or below its half block capability when
operating on half-block

Advantage

− Less costly
− More accurate
than Option 2

Disadvantage

− Less accurate
than Options 1
and 4

Advantage

− Allow for multiple
half-block
configurations to
be represented
− More accurate
than options 2
and 3

Disadvantage

− Costly
− Complex system
changes required

− Undergo testing to ensure that the GRF meet PSO’s
requirements for reserve provision while operating at halfblock
− For each half-block configuration for the GRF, submit one
low load energy and reserve capacity for the 3 reserve
classes and its half-block maximum combined generation
and reserve capacity to PSO.

− Revise Reserve Generation Max constraint for each
corresponding half-block low load level when operating on
half-block
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Table 2 below summarises the indicative preferred options based on the comments submitted
by MPs.
Table 2: MPs’ Indicated Choice of Option
Market Participant/PSO

Option(s)

Senoko Power

Option 1

PowerSeraya

Option 3 or Option 4

SembCogen

No indicative option

4. Number of GRFs that can operate at half-block

Of the 15 GRFs in the current system, only 4 20 are able to run on half-block or opencycle. This translates to an average of 22% of the system-wide capacity of GRFs in MW
terms.
2.3

Comments from the task force

Comments received on the 4 proposed options from the nominated workgroup are as follows:
Senoko Power
EMC and TWG should carefully evaluate the proposed implementation of MIP that will fully
allow market participants to commit their plants in the best economic manner as the market
allows and at the same time without suffering from being discriminated against (physically
capable of providing reserves and yet being disqualified by the MCE due to some constraints
in programming). Based on EMC's preliminary presentation, Option 1 seems to offer the
fairest and most flexible solution.
PowerSeraya
PowerSeraya would like to add that while there are obvious cost-benefit tradeoffs between
each of the proposed options, we believe that in the long run, it is important for the MIP-based
modelling of reserve constraints to provide a realistic representation of actual reserve
capabilities of GRFs in the MCE. On this note, we believe Options 3 and 4 are reasonable
starting points. Option 2 appears to be too simplistic while Option 1 is envisaged to be costly.
However, we understand that the MIP-based modelling solutions may require further tests of
technical capabilities of generation licensees. Hence, we would like to raise the following
points for your consideration:
a) Unless GRFs are on remote control, it might be sensible for the MCE to disallow a GRF's
reserve provision (primary and secondary) during its transitions between half-block and full 20

Based on feedback from Gencos
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block. Typically, the transition from half-block to full-block can take up to 4 periods, while the
reverse can be achieved in one period.
b) It is important to ensure that the MCE is able to differentiate actual states of GRF half-block
combinations. Options 3 and 4 appear to be able to achieve that, albeit imperfectly.
SembCogen
In principle, SembCogen supports the proposed changes so as to reflect the actual reserve
capability of a GRF in the MCE more accurately. At present, we do not envisage any
potential technical problems associated with the change and see no issue in having the GRF
switching between half-block and full block if the MCE permits scheduling of reserves for
GRFs running at half-block.
PSO
PSO does not have any comment as long as the technical capabilities are realistically
modelled. PSO will based on tests conducted by respective generation licensee to approve
the data accordingly

2.4

Review of Application of MIP Constraints to Contingency Reserve

Another issue raised during the 14th TWG meeting was PSO’s call for the members to
reconsider the extension of the proposed MIP constraints to contingency reserve. The reason
cited was the observation that some units cannot respond to provide contingency reserve if
they are below their low load levels as they require more than the 10-minute response time to
ramp- up to their low load levels. In fact, some units take as long as 7 periods. This
observation is displayed by the 2 examples submitted by the PSO in Figure 3 and 4 below,
whereby GRF A ramped-up to its low load level of 140 MW only after 9 dispatch periods.
Similarly, it took about 16 periods for GRF B to ramp-up to its Low Load level of 180 MW.
Figure 3: GRF A’s start-up profile based on
offers on a selected day (Low Load = 140MW)

Figure 4: GRF B’s start-up profile based on
offers on a selected day (Low Load = 180MW)

It must be noted, though, that the figures presented above are based on the MPs’ submitted
offers for their respective GRFs. Thus, it is entirely plausible that these offers are merely a
reflection of the MPs’ intent to run the GRF in their preferred manner rather than an indication
of the true capability of the GRFs.
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We conducted further analysis of this observation using data on GRFs that were scheduled
for contingency reserve provision even though they were operating below Low Load in any
dispatch period in 2007.
To determine if these GRFs were able to ramp up to their Low Load levels, we computed their
energy levels based on the following equations:
1.

Energy Level(T-1)+10min based on Ramp Rate in Standing Data
Energy Level 10 minutes after the start of dispatch period T
= Scheduled EnergyT-1 + 10 minutes x Ramp Rate based on Standing Data

2.

Energy Level(T-1)+10min based on Ramp Rate in Offers
Energy Level 10 minutes after the start of dispatch period T
= Scheduled EnergyT-1 + 10 minutes x Ramp Rate based on Offers
where:
T refers to the dispatch period whereby the GRF was scheduled to provide
contingency reserve even though it was operating below low load
Scheduled EnergyT-1 refers to the energy level at the end of the period T-1
Energy Level(T-1)+10minutes refers to the energy level 10 minutes after the beginning of
period T

If a GRF’s computed Energy Level(T-1)+10minutes, based on either, the standing data, or the
submitted ramp rate in the offers is at or above its Low Load level, it implies that this GRF is
able to ramp-up in 10 minutes and provide contingency reserve even though it was scheduled
below its low load level in the period T.
Table 4 reflects the percentage of GRFs who were able to ramp up to their low load levels
within 10 minutes under this computational analysis.
Table 4: Number of GRFs that were able to ramp up to low load levels
within 10 minutes
Number of GRFs based
on the total number of
Description
dispatch periods in 2007
Percentage
Total number of generators whose
energy scheduled was under Low
Load while dispatched for
contingency reserve in 2007

32317

N.A

Number of Generators that can
ramp up to Low Load within 10
min using Ramp Rate in the
standing data

32250

99.77%

Number of Generators that can
ramp up to Low Load within 10
min using Ramp Rate in the offers
submitted

12032

37.22%
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Table 4 shows a huge contrast in percentage of GRFs being able to ramp-up to their low load
levels within 10 minutes between those using ramp rates in the standing data (at 99.77%)
against those in the offers submitted (37.22%).
Despite this contrast, we reiterate that data reflected in the offers submitted may not be a true
reflection of the actual capability of the GRF but rather, an indication of the MPs’ intent to run
the GRF in their preferred manner. Thus, it is reasonable to rely on the ramp rates used in the
standing data. As such, it can be concluded that almost all the GRFs that were scheduled to
provide contingency reserve even though they were operating below their low load levels in
the previous period are capable of ramping up within 10 minutes to their low load levels and in
turn, provide contingency reserve.
Given the above consideration, we reassert that the modelling of the reserve constraints be
applied only for Primary and Secondary Reserve initially. The application of the reserve
constraints to Contingency Reserve will be reviewed at a later stage should concerns arise
that a material number of GRFs scheduled for contingency reserve are unable to provide it.

3.

Review by the TWG members at the 15th TWG Meeting

The above options, along with the reasons for not applying the reserve constraints to
Contingency reserve, were presented at the 15th TWG meeting.
3.1

Recommendations at the 15th TWG Meeting

The discussion in the section 2 above formed the basis for EMC’s recommended half-block
modeling option at the 15th TWG. Albeit the accuracy provided by options 1 and 4, the small
number of GRFs able to operate on half-block along with the considerable high cost involved
for each option places these 2 options at a disadvantage.
Whilst option 2 costs significantly less than option 1 and 4, it costs as much as option 3 and is
less accurate than option 3.
Therefore, at the 15th TWG meeting, EMC recommended that the TWG:
a.

support option 3 as the proposed half-block modelling solution

b. recommend that the RCP adopt option 3 as the proposed half-block modelling
solution
c. do not apply the reserve constraints to the contingency class of reserve
3.2.

Additional option proposed at the 15th TWG Meeting
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Following discussion by the TWG members, the PSO proposed an additonal option that could
probably provide a just as accurate representation of a GRF’s operating profile at a lower cost
as compared to option 3, herewith termed option 5.
The TWG requested for EMC to conduct a feasibility test and cost implications of option 5
following PSO’s explanation of this new option. Following this study, the TWG would
recommend on either:
a)

Option 1 (different sets of standing parameters for all possible operating
configurations), or

b)

Option 3 or 5 (different low-load points for full block and half block), depending on
which is better in terms of accuracy, level of resources and the impact on the MCE

In addition, the TWG requested for EMC to evaluate the impact of options 1, 3 and 5 on
Powerbid and the Offer Management System (OMS) to enable the gencos to assess the
changes (if any) they may need to make to their bidding systems.
3.3.

Proposed Option 5: Introduction of 2 new MIP constraints between Half-block
Low Load and Low Load
Figure 6: Proposed Half-block Modeling under Option 5

Description
The proposed option 5, as represented in Figure 6 above, requires the introduction of 2 new
MIP lines at the region between the half-block low load and low load point. This is marked by
the purple lines in Figure 1. This introduction would lead to the introduction of an additional
solution space, marked by the region C.
This proposed option does not differentiate between the half-block or full-block operating
status of a GRF. As such, the solution space of the GRF would be given by the areas
A+B+C+D+G regardless of its operating status although this solution space may be reduced if
a GRF voluntarily revises its Reserve Generation Max downwards when operating on a halfblock mode. However, unlike options 2, 3 and 4, option 5 does not require the GRF to indicate
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that it is operating on a half-block mode by revising its Reserve Generation Max to a new
“Half-block Standing Reserve Generation Max” value. Thus, the GRF is not required to test
for and register a new standing data point for the parameter “Half-block Standing Reserve
Generation Max”, the maximum capacity that a GRF may provide when under a half-block
operating status.
Similar to options 2 and 3, only 1 half-block low load value will be used.
Preliminary Modeling Constraints
Option 5 requires the addition of 4 MIP constraints with 3 variables as represented below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Generation + E*(1-x) ≥ Half-block Low Load (MIP 3)
RawReserve – E*x – E*y ≤ 0 (MIP 4)
RawReserve – E*(1-x)- E*z ≤ Half-block Low Load Reserve (MIP 5)
Generation + E*(1-y) ≥ Full-block Low Load (MIP 6)

Where x+y+z = 1, where x, y and z are binary variables
E is a big positive constant number as a parameter in MIP

Binary Integer
Value
GRF is
Operating at

MIP 3
Generation +
E*(1-x) ≥ Halfblock Low Load

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

x=0, y=0, z=1

x=1, y=0, z=0

x=0, y=1, z=0

Below half-block low load

MIP 3 reduces to:
Generation + E ≥ Half-block Low
Load
MIP 3 becomes non-binding since
inequality will hold regardless of
the value of Generation.

MIP 4
RawReserve –
E*x – E*y ≤ 0

MIP 4 reduces to:
RawReserve ≤ 0

MIP 5
RawReserve –
E*(1-x)- E*z
≤ Half-block Low
Load Reserve

MIP 5 reduces to:
RawReserve – E – E ≤ Half-block
Low Load Reserve
MIP 5 becomes non-binding since

Above half-block low load
MIP 3 reduces to:
Generation + E ≥ Halfblock Low Load
MIP 3 reduces to:
Generation ≥ Halfblock Low Load

MIP 3 becomes nonbinding since
inequality will hold
regardless of the value
of Generation.

MIP 4 reduces to:
RawReserve – E ≤ 0

MIP 4 reduces to:
RawReserve – E ≤ 0

MIP 4 becomes nonbinding since
inequality will hold
regardless of the value
of RawReserve.

MIP 4 becomes nonbinding since
inequality will hold
regardless of the value
of RawReserve.
MIP 5 reduces to:
RawReserve – E ≤
Half-block Low Load
Reserve

MIP 5 reduces to:
RawReserve ≤ Halfblock Low Load
Reserve
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Scenario 1
inequality will hold regardless of
the value of RawReserve.

MIP 6
Generation +
E*(1-y) ≥ Fullblock Low Load

Resultant Effect

MIP 6 reduces to:
Generation + E ≥ Full-block Low
Load
MIP 6 becomes non-binding since
inequality will hold regardless of
the value of Generation.

Reserve supply is effectively
constrained to zero regardless of
generating level

Scenario 2

Scenario 3
MIP 5 becomes nonbinding since
inequality will hold
regardless of the value
of RawReserve.

MIP 6 reduces to:
Generation + E ≥ Fullblock Low Load
MIP 6 becomes nonbinding since
inequality will hold
regardless of the value
of Generation.
Reserve supply is
constrained to the
area below the halfblock low load reserve
point.

MIP 6 reduces to:
Generation ≥ Fullblock Low Load

Reserve supply is
constrained to area
right of the full-block
low load area.

Effective
solution space
(Green area)

Market Participants’ Obligations
The MP is required to submit the following standing data to PSO to test its GRF’s half-block
capability:
d.
e.

Half-block Low Load Energy Level
Half-block Low Load Reserve Level for each reserve class

These standing data parameters will be introduced into the MCE.
Impact on MCE Solve Time
There is no expected material increase in the solve time should these constraints be
implemented. However, the actual impact will need to be assessed if this option is
undertaken.
Effort, Cost and Time to Implement
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The introduction of the 4 proposed MIP constraints under Option 5 would require an effort of
10 man-months, arising from the need for further impact analysis and modeling of the
constraints into the MCE. This amounts to a cost of $240,000 for Option 5.

3.4

Analysis of Option 5 in Comparison to Option 3

Box 2: Comparison of options 3 and 5
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Box 2 summarises the respective solution spaces under options 3 and 5. There is a distinct
difference in the solution spaces between options 3 and 5, largely arising from the following 2
factors:
1.
Different approach in modeling of the half-block low load and full block low load region
2.
The ability to differentiate between a GRF operating at full-block and half-block modes
under option 3 but not under option 5
The first factor results in option 3 modeling the solution space for the half-block low load to full
block low load region in an upward sloping fashion, as represented by the regions C+F in Box
1 above. This assumes that the GRF’s capacity to provide reserve increases as it ramps up
from its half-block low load to its full-block low load. Conversely, option 5 assumes a straight
line modeling for the same region, as represented by the shaded area marked C. This straight
line modeling thus assumes that the GRF’s reserve capability does not increase as it ramps
up from a half-block low load level to a full-block low load level, which is an inaccurate
reflection of the GRF’s true capability.
The second factor results in the same limitations as presented under the rationale for
recommending the use of “offered capacity” as an indication of the GRF’s operating status as
described below.
With reference to Box 2, suppose a GRF is operating on a half-block mode and offers a
maximum energy level of X1. Under option 5, the GRF is not required to indicate its operating
status through the revision of its offered capacity and in turn, its “reserve generation max”
parameter. If this GRF does not voluntarily revise its Reserve Generation Max value, the only
restriction on its solution space would be given by the maximum amount of energy offers that
it submits, as represented by X1. The solution space for this GRF operating on half-block is
now given by the shaded regions B+C+D+E+G, constrained by the vertical line at X1, the xaxis, Reserve Generation Segment 3 and the MIP constraints. As such, the GRF may be
scheduled for reserve in the region represented by the blackand purple shaded regions E+G
which it is physically unable to provide. This scheduling disjoint between the modeled solution
space and the actual physical capability of a GRF may become more distinct if the GRFs’
maximum energy level in its offers is above X1. Conversely, had the GRF revised its Reserve
Generation Max as required under option 3 to indicate its operating status, its half-block
solution space would have been given by the shaded regions C+D+F, which excludes the
shaded region E.
Thus, option 3 results in a more accurate outcome as compared to option 5.
Cost and Effort
Higher costs would be incurred for option 5 at $240,000 as compared to option 3 at $166,000.
Also, similar to the 2 MIP constraints in the original MIP for reserve, the proposed option 5
would require further systems testing to be conducted on the 4 additional MIP constraints
prior to RCP’s approval. This naturally leads to an increase in effort required for the
implementation of option 5 at 10 man-months in total as compared to the 7 man-months
required for option 3.
3.5

Impact on Offer Systems
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Mr Philip Tan of Tuas Power also enquired if the modeling options presented would require
any changes to the existing PowerBid system, whereby generating companies can download
relevant standing data into their in-house computer systems.
Of the shortlisted options (1, 3 and 5), only options 1 and 3 would result in changes to
PowerBid. This is arising from the need to introduce the new parameter, “Half-block Reserve
Generation Max” into the bidding system. This parameter would be included in the .xml data
file made available on PowerBid. However, MPs would need to introduce this parameter into
their existing bidding systems such that it is made available to their traders.
As option 5 does not require the MPs to indicate their GRFs’ operating mode it is on through
the revision of the “Reserve Generation Max” parameter to a “Half-block Reserve Generation
Max” parameter, the implementation of this option would not affect PowerBid or the MPs’
existing bidding systems.
Table 5 presents a summary of the discussion above and compares Options 1, 3 and 5.
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Table 5: Impact of Options 1, 3 and 5 on OMS and PowerBid
Option 1

Option 3

Option 5

Effort Required (in
man- months)

29.5

7

10

Cost

$676,000

$166,000

$240,000

Impact on OMS

•

Multiple Half Block Reserve Generation Max
will be added to OMS

•

Half Block Reserve Generation Max will be
added to OMS

•

MPs will also be given an indication of the
standing data values applicable to the
respective configurations.

•

•

A new field would also be introduced to
enable the MPs to indicate which operating
mode they are on such that the respective
solution space will be applied in the MCE.

MPs will also be given an indication of the
standing data values applicable to the
respective full-block and half-block
configuration. This enables them to enter
the correct values when bidding.

No Half Block
Reserve Generation
Max will be
introduced.
Therefore, no
changes are
required on the part
of the MPs.

•

No changes required on the part of the MPs
if OMS is used

•

One Half Block Reserve Generation Max
will be available in the .xml data file from
Powerbid.

•

MPs who use Powerbid will need to change
their bidding system to make this parameter
available to their traders

Impact on Powerbid

•

•

Time to Implement
after EMA’s approval

Multiple Half Block Reserve Generation Max
parameters will be made available in the
.xml data file from Powerbid. However, MPs
who use Powerbid will need to change their
bidding system to make this parameter
available to their traders
A new field would need to be introduced for
MPs to indicate which operating mode they
are on such that the respective solution
space can be applied in the MCE. As such,
MPs will need to cater for this new field in
their own bidding systems

12 calendar months
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4.

Consideration by the TWG the 16th TWG Meeting

The findings and feasibility of option 5 as well as the impact of options 1, 3 and 5 on
PowerBid and OMs, as discussed above, were presented at the 16th TWG Meeting.
Taking cost, effort, accuracy and impact into account, EMC maintained their recommendation
that Option 3 be implemented.
Following the presentation of these findings, PSO proposed an alternative option to EMC’s
recommendation Option 3, herewith termed Option 0. PSO originally proposed Option 5 at the
15th TWG Meeting with the hope that it might be cheaper. Since Option 5 is found to cost
more, PSO counter-proposed with a simplified version termed Option 0. This option is
discussed in the next section.

4.1

Description of Option 0
Figure 7: Option 0 - Revise the existing registered full-block low load level to the
GRF’s half-block low load level

The reserve solution space of a GRF that is able to provide reserve at half-block under Option
0 is represented by the regions A+B+C+D in Figure 7, regardless of its operating status (i.e.
whether on half-block or full-block). This solution space implies a shift in the GRF’s existing
full-block low load level to its half-block low load level. Correspondingly, the GRF’s existing
Reserve Generation Segment 3 is revised to the purple line labelled “Revised Reserve
Generation Segment 3”.
Under Option 0, GRFs are not required to indicate which operating mode they are on.
Instead, those that intend to be scheduled for reserve provision when operating on a halfblock mode are required to resubmit to the PSO for testing the following parameters:
a. Low Load Energy Level
b. Low Load Reserve Level for each reserve class
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These parameters will determine the GRFs’ low load reserve point(s) when operating on a
half-block mode.
At the meeting, the PSO also raised the possibility that GRFs may be scheduled to provide
reserve when transiting from half-block to full-block even though they are physically incapable
of doing so, posing as an element of system security risk in implementing Option 0. This area
is represented by regions B+E. PSO emphasized that the onus is on the MPs to ensure they
do not bid into this region if they are unable to provide reserve. The actual risk to the system
is however low, as the shortfall quantum is insignificant. PSO also communicated that
generators had so far been responsible by not offering reserve when their energy levels is in
this region. If they did so, they would not be able to comply when called upon to provide
reserve.
4.2

Decision at the 16th TWG Meeting

With the exception of Senoko’s representative who preferred option 1, which he feels best
models the physical capability of the gencos. The consensus amongst the rest of the TWG
and task force members was to implement Option 0 as an interim solution in addressing the
provision of reserve of a GRF operating at a half-block mode. The decision to implement the
more complex options 1 or 3 could be considered in future if many generators were found to
be offering into regions B+E following the implementation of Option 0.
The TWG also agreed that the MIP constraints will only be applied to primary and secondary
class of reserve initially, with the extension to contingency reserve to be deferred at the
moment.
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Annex 8: Industry Comments
We published the rule modification proposal on the EMC website for comments on 19
November 2008. These comments, as set out below, formed the basis for the TWG’s request
to explore the incorporation of the half-block modeling solution for GRFs that could operate on
half-block.
Senoko Power
"Low Load" is defined in the Market Rules as the lowest load for a GRF at which it can
provide reserves. This we understand was determined through actual tests conducted at
each GRF, as well as certain guidelines provided by the PSO. However, as it was not
envisaged that the Low Load points would be used as a "cut-off point" in the MCE for the
provision of reserves, the current Low Load points for certain units may not be reflective of
actual technical capability of each GRF to provide reserves.
We envisage that re-testing these units is necessary and would like to request that time be
provided for this process.
The proposed solution in its present form possibly disqualifies a large number of GRFs from
providing reserves, and creates an artificial shortage of reserves. This could possibly result in
inaccurate reserve prices. We would like to urge caution to ensure that GRFs will not be
unnecessarily disqualified from providing reserves.
EMC’s Response
The usage of the Low Load point as a reference point or “cut-off point” in a GRF’s ability to
provide reserve is currently binding as clearly defined in Chapter 6, Appendix 6E, Section
E.1.1.12 of the Market Rules, “the lowest energy output level that the generation facility is
capable of providing reserve for all reserve class”. Thus, we assert that this prerequisite is
not a new entity that is introduced in this MIP proposal.
Rather, owing to the limitations of LP in modeling the “cut-off point”, the existing arrangement
is for GRFs to undertake the workaround of adjusting their respective reserve proportions or
offering zero reserves such that these GRFs would not be scheduled for reserves when
operating below Low Load. However, as discussed in Section 2.3, it was found that a portion
of the GRFs operating below Low Load (12%-14%) are still being scheduled for reserves.
Thus, coupled with the developments in mixed integer programming, the proposed MIP
solution removes the need for GRFs to undertake the workaround.
Re-testing is certainly of essence if a GRF’s actual reserve capability may be such that it is
able to provide reserves below its current Low Load point. With regards to the time requested
to be provided for this process, the estimated time for the rule change approval process to
implementation time if approved should at earliest take 3 months. Thus, this timeline should
be sufficient for GRFs to undertake any re-testing on their part.
Senoko Power
Another example of a potential "mismatch" between defined MCE parameters and technical
capability is the capability of certain plants to run at half blocks or open cycle (such as our
CCPs 1 and 2). The Low Load of these plants were determined at full block; however these
units are also capable of providing reserves at half block or open cycle (which is below Low
Load).
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The proposed solution should take into account the characteristic of these plants. Testing of
these plants at half block or open cycle can be conducted to confirm the capability of these
plants to provide reserves.
EMC’s Response
The treatment of CCPs as a single GRF is not unique to the parameter, Low Load. Other
MCE parameters for energy, reserve and regulation also treat CCPs as a single GRF. Thus
there is no reason to treat the parameter Low Load differently.
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